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Abstract
The rapid development of large-scale genomic sequencing has dramatically
changed the field of genetics, in part through the development of comparative genomics.
Fungal comparative genomics is particularly powerful given the large number of genomes
currently available, their compact architecture, and their relative ease of genetic
manipulation. Fungal comparative genomics was employed in this work to address two
related questions.
First, it was used along with computational thermodynamic methods to predict
non-coding RNA (ncRNA) in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Sets of positive and negative
control genes were evaluated to determine the effect of window sizes and step sizes on
the sensitivity of ncRNA identification. The approach was then applied to predict
ncRNA genes on chromosome 6 of S. cerevisiae and S. bayanus. Northern blot analysis,
rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE), and publicly available cDNA library data
were used to test the predictions. Strong experimental evidence was accumulated for
four new ncRNA genes. Potential structural elements in the 5’ and 3’ untranslated
regions (UTRs) of six annotated protein-coding genes were also identified. This work
shows that thermodynamic approaches, coupled with comparative genomics, are
powerful tools for predicting structural ncRNA.
Second, comparative genomic approaches were employed to identify a nonreciprocal transfer event from Cryptococcus neoformans var. grubii to var. neoformans ~2
million years ago involving a 14 gene (~40 kb) region. The majority of clinical and
environmental var. neoformans strains from around the world contain this sequence
obtained from var. grubii. The introgression event likely occurred via an incomplete intervarietal sexual cycle creating a hybrid intermediate where mobile elements common to
iv

both lineages mediated the exchange. The subsequent duplication in laboratory strains of
a fragment of this same genomic region supports evolutionary theories that instabilities
in subtelomeric regions promote adaptive evolution through gene amplification and
subsequent adaptation. These data indicate that DNA exchange between closely related
sympatric varieties or species may be a recurrent theme in the evolution of fungal
species. It further suggests that while evolutionary divergence is the primary force driving
speciation, rare introgression events also play a potentially important role.
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1 The changing face of genetics
1.1 Genomic sequencing
The study of genetics has changed dramatically since the development of dideoxy
sequencing in 1977 (Sanger, Nicklen and Coulson 1977). It took nearly twenty years
from that first sequencing until the complete genome of a free-living organism was
assembled, Haemophilus influenzae, in 1995. Since that time, there has been steady
progress toward faster and less expensive genome sequencing. The first eukaryotic
genome, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, was published in 1996. This 12Mb genome required
the coordinated effort of approximately 600 scientists across Europe, North America, and
Japan and approximately 7 years to complete (Oliver et al. 1992; Goffeau et al. 1996).
Estimates were put forward for a future ability to routinely sequence genomes of 10Mb in
a year for <$5 million dollars. The first genome sequence for a multicellular eukaryote,
Caenorhabditis elegans, was released in 1998 by the C. elegans Sequencing Consortium
(Consortium 1998). The project took approximately 8 years to complete and involved the
effort of hundreds of scientists. In 2001, the human genome (very rough draft) was
released by a consortium of 20 groups from the United States, the United Kingdom,
Japan, France, Germany and China and represented 11 years of effort (Lander et al.
2001).
Since my graduate career began in 2002, the speed and efficiency of genomic
sequencing has continued to improve dramatically. The cost has dropped from several
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dollars/base to a few cents per base. As a result, there are now approximately 60 fully
sequenced eukaryotic genomes available, and significantly more partially sequenced
genomes. New methods such as pyro-sequencing and massively parallel sequencing are
under development and will usher in an age of inexpensive and quick genomic
sequencing. It is clear that individual laboratories will soon have the capacity to
sequence entire genomes.
The availability of genomic sequence makes it at least theoretically possible to
compile the complete gene set of a species. It is also becoming possible to compare the
gene set between individuals within a species and to catalog the single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) among individuals in a population. The sequence data has made
it possible to develop high-throughput methods including tiling arrays that can be used
to evaluate transcript expression throughout a genome (Bertone et al. 2004; Kapranov et
al. 2005; Stolc et al. 2005; Washietl et al. 2005; David et al. 2006; Samanta et al. 2006;
Washietl et al. 2007). Data from these microarrays has been useful for gene discovery,
particularly non-coding RNA genes that are difficult to identify through other means. It
has also provided data that challenges conventional ideas about genome organization.
Microarray data suggests that much, if not most, of the eukaryotic genome is
transcribed. This is contrary to the thinking that prevailed when the human genome was
initially sequenced, that functional genes were considered remote islands in a sea of nonfunctional junk DNA. It has launched a debate surrounding the question of how many of
the observed transcripts represent legitimate functional elements and how many may
result from transcriptional noise or experimental artifact. (Babak, Blencowe and Hughes
2005; Cheng et al. 2005; Huttenhofer, Schattner and Polacek 2005; Kapranov et al.
2005; Mattick and Makunin 2006; Mendes Soares and Valcarcel 2006; Costa 2007).
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It is clear that large-scale genomic sequencing is changing the field of genetics
dramatically. It enhances our ability to tease apart the individual contribution of genes
or SNPs on phenotype. It is also providing insight into the complex network of gene
interactions within a cell. The opportunities presented by comparative genomics are
enormous.

1.2 Comparative fungal genomics
Fungal comparative genomics is particularly powerful given the large number of
genomes currently available and their compact architecture. These gene-dense genomes
make distinguishing functional elements from background sequence considerably easier
than it is in more complex organisms where functional elements appear to be more
widely dispersed. The fungi share many genes with higher organisms and are relatively
easy to manipulate genetically. This makes them ideal for performing comparative
analysis and for verifying the resulting computational predictions. There are currently
over 30 partially or fully sequenced fungal genomes at a wide range of evolutionary
distances from one another. This means that the evolutionary distance needed to
perform a specific analysis is likely to be available.
I have applied comparative fungal genomics to address two specific questions.
The first involves computational prediction of non-coding RNA in the yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae (baker’s yeast). The second explores DNA exchange between
closely related varieties of Cryptococcus neoformans to characterize the relative
contribution of divergence and introgression during the course of speciation. In
performing this analysis, I have used the fully or partially sequenced genomes of several
Saccharomyces sensu stricto species (S. cerevisiae, S. paradoxus, S. mikatae, S. kudriavzevii
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and S. bayanus), the sensu lato genome of S. castellii, the genome of Ashbya gossypii, and
the basidiomycete genomes of Cryptococcus neoformans var. neoformans, C. neoformans var.
grubii, and C. gattii (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Phylogeny. Maximum likelihood phylogeny reconstructed using a
concatenated alignment of 153 universally distributed fungal genes (Fitzpatrick et al.
2006).

1.3 The geneticists toolkit
The availability of this genomic sequence data offers tremendous opportunity but
also presents many challenges. Genetics has historically been an experiment-based field
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where wet-bench skills were of preeminent importance. With the dawning of the genomic
era, geneticists must expand their repertoire to embrace computational skills as well.
Genetics and computer science have become unforeseen partners in the development of
computational tools for the evaluation of gigabytes of genomic sequence data. The
analysis of such data is critical for generating informed predictions indispensable for
guiding experimental efforts.
One of the emerging problems resulting from computational analysis is the
generation of massive prediction sets that are difficult to verify experimentally. This
often renders these results of limited value. Computational techniques must continue to
be improved to reduce the number of false positives they generate. This will require
improved understanding of the underlying biological systems as the computational
analysis can only be as good as the biological understanding used to create them. Hence,
computational and experimental efforts must advance in tandem with one another.
I have attempted to develop both computational and wet-bench skills in the
course of my research. I applied comparative fungal genetics to predict the location of
ncRNA on chromosome 6 of S. cerevisiae. I then used northern blot analysis and rapid
amplification of cDNA ends (RACE) to test the accuracy of the predictions. The balance
of this chapter as well as Chapter 2 will be devoted to describing the computational
aspects of ncRNA gene predication. Chapter 3 will present the details of the specific
computational approach that I chose to predict ncRNA that relies heavily on
comparative genomics and thermodynamic modeling. I also applied comparative
genomics to investigate DNA exchange between varieties of Cryptococcus neoformans. This
work is described in Chapter 4. The ultimate goal of this research is to gain insight into
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the evolutionary processes shaping fungal genomes to understand how they adapt to
their environment.

1.4 The non-coding RNA world
To explain the research described in Chapter 3 addressing non-coding RNA
prediction, it is first necessary to describe what ncRNA is and provide information
about some fundamental methods used for this purpose. This will be the focus of the
remainder of this chapter.
Non-coding RNAs are defined as all functional RNA transcripts other than
protein encoding messenger RNAs (mRNA). Thus, they are defined more by what they
are not than by what they actually are (Figure 2). This unusual way of defining ncRNAs
reflects a historical bias in biology. Early biological studies focused largely on
prokaryotes, whose genomes are dominated by protein-coding sequence (80%-95%)
(Mattick 2004a; Mattick and Makunin 2006). This led to the presumption that cellular
activities were carried out primarily by proteins. RNA was thought to be a passive
carrier of genetic information as mRNA or as supporting molecules for the production of
proteins such as transfer-RNA (tRNA) and ribosomal-RNA (rRNA).
While it certainly remains true that proteins are critical to cell function, biologists
have discovered that ncRNAs exercise many key roles in the cell as well. A wide variety
of functions are attributed to ncRNA, including gene regulation, chromatin remodeling,
gene localization, gene modification and DNA imprinting (Leighton et al. 1995; Brannan
and Bartolomei 1999; Tilghman 1999; Eddy 2001; Storz 2002; Seitz et al. 2003; Mattick
and Makunin 2006; Costa 2007; Dann et al. 2007). NcRNA have also been linked to the
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development of cancer and associated with complex diseases. (Hayashita et al. 2005;
He et al. 2005; Lu et al. 2005; Sonkoly et al. 2005; Costa 2007)
Many ncRNAs are expressed, particularly in eukaryotes. In Saccharomyces
cerevisiae ncRNA represent ~95% of RNA transcripts (Peng et al. 2003; Samanta et al.
2006). Bioinformatic approaches predict that the number of ncRNAs in bacterial
genomes is on the order of hundreds, while in eukaryotic genomes it is on the order of
thousands. (Hershberg, Altuvia and Margalit 2003; Zhang et al. 2004; Washietl et al.
2005; Washietl, Hofacker and Stadler 2005; Huttenhofer and Vogel 2006). In humans,
data suggests that the number of ncRNAs produced is comparable to the number of
proteins (Kapranov et al. 2002; Cawley et al. 2004; Gardner and Giegerich 2004; Kampa
et al. 2004). This suggests that ncRNAs are likely to play a greater role in cellular
function in eukaryotes than in prokaryotes (Gardner and Giegerich 2004).

Figure 2: RNA transcripts. Known ncRNA genes can be divided into two categories.
The relatively well-studied enzymatic RNAs and the less well characterized regulatory
ncRNAs.
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Given the prevalence and significance of ncRNAs, it is important to be able to
identify them from genomic sequence. However, when new genomes are annotated, many
ncRNA families remain unannotated or under-annotated because ncRNA are difficult to
identify computationally. High-throughput experimental methods are often employed
for this purpose including tiling microarrays and cDNA sequencing (Cheng et al. 2005;
Hiley et al. 2005; Kawano et al. 2005; Huttenhofer and Vogel 2006; Yin and Zhao 2007).
Data from these experiments provide a genome-wide view of ncRNA transcription.
These experiments provide valuable information about ncRNA expression levels and
post-transcriptional processing. They often produce a sizable list of potential new
ncRNA candidates. These candidates must then undergo further testing with methods
like northern hybridization, reverse transcript-PCR or rapid amplification of cDNA ends
(RACE) to be confirmed as bona fide ncRNAs. Once a ncRNA is identified in this way,
elucidating its function can often take years.
While experimental methods are essential for understanding ncRNAs, accurate
computational tools for ncRNA prediction are sorely needed. Methods for direct
verification of ncRNAs are well established, but most rely on an accurate prediction of
the location of the ncRNA to be useful. In addition, some ncRNAs are expressed at low
levels and are difficult to detect experimentally. In many experimental systems it can be
difficult to acquire enough RNA for experimental use. Experimental methods are limited
in the number of samples or species they can survey, and are expensive and time
consuming. Hence, coupling experimental methods with computational approaches will
significantly improve our ability to identity ncRNAs.
The remainder of this chapter will explain why ncRNA gene prediction is
difficult and will describe some of the computational techniques that have been
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developed for this purpose. The next chapter will discuss the many algorithms that
employ these techniques to address specific ncRNA gene prediction problems. This will
provide the background necessary to understand the approach that is used in Chapter 3
to predict ncRNA.

1.5 Why ncRNA prediction is difficult
Reasons that computational prediction of ncRNAs is difficult include (1)
heterogeneity of ncRNAs, (2) lack of primary sequence features, and (3) extensive posttranscriptional processing.

1.5.1 Heterogeneity of ncRNAs
To understand the challenge presented by ncRNA gene prediction, it is first
necessary to gain an appreciation for the variety of ncRNAs that exist. Table 1 provides
a list of known ncRNA families. They are involved in protein production (tRNA, rRNA),
post-transcriptional modification of other RNA molecules (snoRNA), gene splicing
(snRNA), control of gene expression (miRNA), chromatin structure modification
(rasiRNA, siRNA), maintenance of telomere ends (telomerase), RNA turnover
(RNAseP), imprinting (Eddy 2001) and chromosome silencing (X-chromosome
inactivation) (Martens, Laprade and Winston 2004; Cheng et al. 2005; Samanta et al.
2006; Costa 2007). Some ncRNAs function in the nucleus while others are transported
out of the nucleus or are encoded by the mitochondrial genome and function in the
mitochondria (Cheng et al. 2005; Mendes Soares and Valcarcel 2006). There is also great
variation in ncRNA length. They range from ~18 to 25 nucleotides (miRNAs), to 73-93
nucleotides (tRNA), to ~100-300 nucleotides (snoRNA), to as long as ~17,000
nucleotides (ncRNAs involved with chromosome inactivation) (Eddy 2001; Costa 2007).
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Table 1: Types of non-coding RNA. Functional descriptions of the ncRNA discussed in
this chapter are provided. Only a subset of these ncRNAs will be present in any cell and
their expression is dependent on species, cell type and environmental conditions.
ncRNA

Description

miRNA
(microRNA)

Small non-coding RNAs (21-25 nucleotides) that are processed from longer hairpin RNA
precursors. Control expression of target genes through repressed translation or mRNA
degradation. Frequently, one miRNA can target multiple mRNAs and one mRNA can be
regulated by multiple miRNAs targeting different regions of the 3' UTR. (Seitz et al. 2003;
Bartel 2004; Mendes Soares and Valcarcel 2006)

MRP RNA

RNA component of the Ribonuclease MRP, which is an endonuclease that functions in
eukaryotic pre-rRNA processing and is related to RNase P. (Aspinall et al. 2007)

rasiRNAs
(repeatassociated
small
interfering
RNA)

Small RNA (23-27 nucleotides) typically generated from double-stranded RNA through
overlapping bidirectional transcription. Encoded by repetitive elements within the genome
(often transposons or retro-elements) and lead to histone and DNA modifications that
induce heterochromatin formation and transcriptional repression by poorly understood
mechanisms. (Sontheimer and Carthew 2005; Verdel and Moazed 2005; Mendes Soares and
Valcarcel 2006; Yin and Zhao 2007)

Rnase P RNA

RNA component of Ribonuclese P, which is responsible for processing the 5' end of
precursor tRNAs and some rRNAs. (Stark et al. 1978; Frank and Pace 1998; Eddy 2001;
Storz 2002)

rRNA
(ribosomal
RNA)

RNA component of the ribosome that is present in many copies in every cell. Extensively
modified, cleaved, and assembled into the ribosome. (Venema and Tollervey 1999; Peng et
al. 2003; Hiley et al. 2005)

S/AS (sense /

Transcripts antisense of a coding mRNA that modulate mRNA expression by forming
sense–antisense pairs. Function by affecting mRNA stability, translatability or chromatin
structure. (Cawley et al. 2004; Mattick 2004a; Mattick 2004b; Katayama et al. 2005; Mendes
Soares and Valcarcel 2006)

anti-sense
transcripts)
scaRNA (small
Cajal body
RNA)

A subset of H/ACA snoRNAs located in Cajal bodies (a class of small nuclear organelle).
(Meier 2005; Mattick and Makunin 2006)

siRNA (small /
short
interfering
RNA)

Small RNA (21–28 nucleotides) that direct cleavage of complementary mRNAs and lead to
mRNA degradation and gene silencing. A natural mechanism of defense against viruses
that seems to have evolved also as an important repressor of the transcriptional activity of
heterochromatic regions of the genome, including centromeres and other regions with
repetitive sequences and transposons. (Hannon and Rossi 2004; Meister and Tuschl 2004;
Bernstein and Allis 2005; Sontheimer and Carthew 2005; Zamore and Haley 2005; Mendes
Soares and Valcarcel 2006; Yin and Zhao 2007).

snoRNA (small
nucleolar
RNAs)

An integral part of the RNA-protein complex called snoRNPs which guides modification of
a specific site within a target RNA (rRNA, tRNA, telomerase, snRNA and others). Each
snoRNA guides one type of modification and belongs to one of two main classes: C/D box
(which cause 2'-O-ribose methylation) and H/ACA box (which convert uridines to
pseudouridines). They can also modulate editing or alternative splicing of pre-mRNAs.
(Eddy 2001; Bachellerie, Cavaille and Huttenhofer 2002; Gesteland, Cech and Atkins 2006;
Mendes Soares and Valcarcel 2006)

snRNA (small
nuclear RNAs)

Important components of the spliceosome that recognize splice sites and establish an RNA
scaffold that holds together the sequences involved in the splicing reaction. Some snRNAs
serve in 3'-end formation of particular transcripts or other RNA-processing events.
(Gesteland, Cech and Atkins 2006; Mendes Soares and Valcarcel 2006)

sRNA

Term used predominantly in bacteria to mean non-coding RNA (do not function as a
mRNA). Commonly found as translational regulators in bacterial cells.(Storz 2002;
Gottesman 2004; Storz, Opdyke and Zhang 2004)
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SRP RNA
(signal
recognition
particle)

A small cytoplasmic RNA that forms the core of the signal recognition particle (SRP)
required for protein translocation across membranes. (Keenan et al. 2001)

tasiRNA (transacting small
interfering
RNA)

Small, plant-specific RNAs that regulate gene expression by guiding cleavage of target
RNA. Their maturation involves miRNAs and they operate as part of an Argonaute protein
complex. (Hutvagner and Simard 2008)

telomerase
RNA

An integral part of the telomerase enzyme and serves as the template for the synthesis of
the chromosome ends (Chen, Blasco and Greider 2000; Gesteland, Cech and Atkins 2006)

tRNA (transfer
RNA)

Short RNA molecules (73-93 nts) that transfer a specific amino acid to a growing
polypeptide chain at the ribosomal site during protein synthesis. They undergo extensive
processing of their 3’ and 5’ ends, as well as covalent modifications, to achieve their mature
form having a characteristic clover-leaf secondary structure. (Hiley et al. 2005; Gesteland,
Cech and Atkins 2006; Goodenbour and Pan 2006)

tmRNA
(transfermessenger
RNA)

Found in eubacterial genomes and named for their dual tRNA-like and mRNA-like
functions. They function to liberate the mRNA from stalled ribosomes (Gillet and Felden
2001; Saguy et al. 2005)

Another variable among ncRNAs is the degree to which structure plays a role in
their function. Because ncRNAs are single stranded molecules, they can fold back onto
themselves to form complex structures. The remarkable catalytic properties and
versatility of ncRNAs lies in this capacity to fold into many shapes (Caprara and Nilsen
2000; Holbrook 2005; Mendes Soares and Valcarcel 2006). Some ncRNA families are
highly dependent on their shape to perform their function (tRNA, H/ACA snoRNA).
Other families appear to perform their function primarily through sequence motifs. These
motifs may permit binding to other RNA/DNA molecules (cis or trans), assist with
protein binding, and promote catalytic self-cleavage (C/D snoRNA)(Meyer 2007). Most
ncRNAs probably function through a combination of structural and primary sequence
components. For some ncRNAs, the functional property derives from their
complementary to another transcript, and thus, no particular common features at all
have been identified for the members of some families (piRNA, S/AS).
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1.5.2 Lack of primary sequence features
Previous chapters discussed protein-coding gene prediction and described how
primary sequence features are generally sufficient for predicting these genes. Protein
coding genes share a common set of genomic features (splice sites, transcription factor
binding motifs, polyadenylation signals, etc.), some of which are also part of non-coding
transcripts, in particular those transcribed by RNA polymerase II. However, the
distinctive signal stems from the protein coding content and its associated features
(start codon, stop codon, large open reading frame).
Primary sequence conservation was also shown to be very useful for identifying
protein-coding genes. These genes typically demonstrate a high degree of cross-species
amino acid conservation over long evolutionary distances. Allowable amino acid
substitutions are limited to those that retain protein shape and functional integrity, and
such conformational constraints restrict nucleotide substitutions. In particular, they
create a bias in codon substitution patterns at the third codon position (synonymous
changes). While individual features are typically insufficient for gene prediction, taken
together they provided a reasonably good indication of where protein-coding genes are
located. De novo protein coding gene predictors can typically identify more that 90% of
the coding bases in mammalian genomes (Jones 2006).
The situation is very different in ncRNA gene prediction. They do not specify
amino acid sequences and therefore necessarily lack start codons, stop codons, open
reading frames, and third codon position substitution patterns. They are transcribed by
multiple RNA polymerases so they do not all share a common set of promoter motifs,
splice signals or polyadenylation signals. They also typically lack significant primary
sequence conservation across species (Higgs 2000; Livny and Waldor 2007). For
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ncRNAs that rely on structure for their catalytic activity, structural constraints exert
only minimal restrictions on primary nucleotide sequence. Many different nucleotide
sequences can fold into the same structure (Figure 3a). For ncRNAs that function through
primary sequence motifs, the brevity and degeneracy of these motifs precludes their use
as generic gene-finding tools. Hence, shared primary sequence features among ncRNAs
are virtually non-existent.

1.5.3 Extensive post-transcriptional processing
Many ncRNA undergo extensive post-transcriptional modification after initial
transcription to reach their mature, functional form (tRNA, rRNA, snRNA, snoRNA).
Modifications include exo- and endo-nucleolytic cleavage of precursor transcripts,
covalent modifications, and intron splicing (Sprinzl et al. 1998; Allmang et al. 1999;
Venema and Tollervey 1999; Decatur and Fournier 2002; Hiley, Babak and Hughes
2005). Many ncRNA, including tRNA, are processed from a larger precursor transcript.
MiRNAs are processed from precursor stem-loops that are themselves parts of larger
primary transcripts. It is common for snoRNAs and miRNAs to be completely contained
within the introns of other genes (Bachellerie, Cavaille and Huttenhofer 2002; Seitz et al.
2003).
Post-transcriptional modifications have the potential to alter how a RNA
molecule folds and the complementary sequences it will match. However, our current
understanding of ncRNA modifications, their role in function, and how to predict them,
are still in their infancy. Consequently, ncRNA gene prediction programs do not account
for many of these modifications.
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1.6 Overview of methods used in ncRNA gene prediction
Several fundamental methods make up the core of ncRNA gene prediction. These
methods form a toolkit that can be applied in slightly different ways to address a
variety of problems. The myriads of ncRNA algorithms are essentially variations on a
common theme. The following section will describe the key methods used in the field of
ncRNA prediction. For a more detailed explanation of these topics, refer to the excellent
discussion provided in the book by Durbin et al. 1998.

1.6.1 Minimum folding energy
In order to understand how ncRNA structural prediction is accomplished, it is
necessary to review a few basic biological principles regarding RNA. RNA is a polymer
of adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), and uracil (U) nucleotides (in DNA, thymine
replaces uracil). RNA is a single stranded molecule that can fold intramolecularly to
form complex structures. The structure is created by base pairing between AU pairs and
CG pairs (canonical base pairing) as well as GU pairs (non-canonical base pairing).
While GT pairing is not typically observed in DNA, GU pairs are common in RNA
structure and are almost as thermodynamically favorable as the canonical base pairs.
The nested pairing of an RNA molecule’s bases forms its secondary structure and the
same structure can be formed by many different sequences (Figure 3a). The presence of
GU pairing in RNA has a subtle but significant impact on structural prediction. It means
that a transcribed strand of DNA and its complement will not fold into the same
structure (Figure 3b).
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Figure 3: RNA secondary structure. (a) Nested bases form the ncRNA secondary
structure. The structure is preserved in different sequences through compensatory
changes that maintain base pairing. (b) The transcripts from complementary strands of
DNA do not fold into the same structure.
Secondary structure can be complex (Figure 4a). Non-nested base pairing can
also occur and form structures such as pseudoknots (Figure 4b). This is referred to as the
tertiary structure. While these structures are known to occur in many important RNAs,
they are often ignored in practice because of the computational complexity they
introduce for structure prediction. This seems justified in many cases since the extent of
pseudoknotted base pairing is typically relatively small. For example, in the well studied
E. coli SSU rRNA molecule, only 8 of 447 base pairings are believed to be involved in a
pseudoknot structure (Gutell 1993; Durbin et al. 1998). Given the allowable base
pairings, it should be clear that a sequence could fold into many hypothetical structures.
For an RNA of length n, there are approximately 1.8n possible secondary structures
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(3x1025 structures for sequence length of 100 nucleotides) (Zuker and Sankoff 1984;
Gesteland, Cech and Atkins 2006).

Figure 4: Complex ncRNA structures. (a) Multi-loop structure formed by nested
pairing. (b) Pseudoknot.
The goal of structural prediction tools is to predict the true (functional) ncRNA
structure from among all the possibilities (assuming a structure is present).
Unfortunately, predicting the functional structure of a ncRNA remains an unsolved
problem in biology so biologists have developed methods to make a “best guess” at
what the functional structure is likely to be. These include maximum base pairing
approaches (Nussinov algorithm (Nussinov et al. 1978)), minimum folding energy
approaches (Zuker algorithm (Zuker and Stiegler 1981; Zuker 1989)), and probabilistic
methods that relate energies to pairing probabilities (McCaskill algorithm (McCaskill
1990)). Of these, the one used most commonly in practice is the minimum folding energy
approach (MFE) (Mathews and Turner 2006). MFE approaches use experimentally
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derived base-pair stacking energy parameters to determine the most energetically
favorable structure among all the possible folded structures.
The difficulty of determining the MFE structure grows quickly with the
complexity of the RNA structure being considered. For example, the standard set of
dynamic programming algorithms for MFE do not evaluate tertiary structure (pseudoknots) and scale Ο(L3 ) in time, where L is the sequence length. Dynamic programming
algorithms capable of predicting most known pseudoknot topologies scale Ο(L6 ) in time
(Rivas and Eddy 1999). This means that a doubling of sequence length requires eight
times as much computer time by standard methods but 64 times as much if pseudoknots
are considered (Mathews and Turner 2006). There is a clear tradeoff between
complexity and practicality. MFE programs must make assumptions that limit the
search space of allowable structures. These assumptions are what distinguish one
program from another and it is important to understand these assumptions when
selecting a program to address a specific problem.
It is important to point out that a given sequence may fold into many different
structures that have nearly the same MFE. Given the inaccuracies in experimental basepair stacking energies, our incomplete understanding of thermodynamic rules and
simplification of the real physics of RNA folding, it is impossible to know which of these
is the native structure (Mathews and Turner 2006). It may even be possible that the
RNA molecule dynamically transitions among a series of low energy structures. This has
prompted researchers to augment their folding programs to compute near-optimal
structures. A variety of methods have been devised to generate selected representative
low-energy structures, or even an ensemble of low energy structures (Ding and Lawrence
2003; Mathews and Turner 2006; Reeder et al. 2006). The latter allows for evaluations
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beyond just one structure, e.g. to assess whether particular regions are preferably open
or paired under the whole ensemble of structures.
In addition, conditions in the cell may prevent an RNA molecule from actually
assuming the predicted MFE structure. Binding partners, post-transcriptional
modifications, folding kinetics and other biological processing occurring during transcript
synthesis can all influence the functional RNA structure (Repsilber et al. 1999;
Neugebauer 2002; Gardner and Giegerich 2004; Meyer and Miklos 2004; Mathews and
Turner 2006; Meyer 2007). There are currently no computational tools available that
assess these effects. A perfect example of the pitfall of the minimum free energy
structure comes from tRNA. This is one of the best analyzed RNA families and
experiments have shown that they have a functional cloverleaf structure. Yet, when 99
tRNA sequences from the Rfam database (Griffiths-Jones et al. 2003; Griffiths-Jones et
al. 2005) were evaluated using a MFE approach, only 33 were predicted to have
cloverleaf structure. The biological explanation for this is that tRNAs undergo many
base modifications that alter their structure. Structural prediction programs are unable
to account for these modifications. This example clearly shows that structural
predictions should always be taken with a grain of salt (Reeder et al. 2006).

1.6.2 Hidden markov models (HMM)
Some ncRNA families share common features on the primary sequence level. If a
set of sequences belonging to the same family is available, there are several ways to
search for additional family members. A naive approach would apply sequence based
search methods like BLAST (Altschul et al. 1990) or FASTA (Pearson and Lipman
1988; Pearson 2000) to look for high sequence identity in a target sequence. However,
ncRNAs rarely preserve the level of sequence identity necessary for such searches
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(Freyhult, Bollback and Gardner 2007). In addition, this approach can be misleading
because it relies too heavily on individual sequences in the training set instead of
focusing on the common features that characterize the set. It fails to take advantage of
all of the available information.
When a family of homologous sequences is aligned, it is clear that some positions
in the alignment are more conserved than others. Some columns of the alignment are
highly conserved while others are not, and gaps and insertions are more likely to appear
in some regions of the alignment than others. It makes sense to concentrate on these
conserved features when looking for additional family members because these features
are more likely to uncover authentic or distantly related family members. Profile-hidden
markov models (HMMs) are commonly used to derive a probabilistic model of sequence
features in biological sequence analysis. They can be thought of as an extension of other
non-probabilistic profiling approaches like position specific score matrix (PSSMs), but
allow for nucleotide insertions and deletions. It should be clear that the success of the
method is highly dependent on the quality of the input alignment. While HMMs can in
principle be used to align primary sequences, aligning functionally equivalent regions of
ncRNAs is not a trivial matter, and significant attention must be paid to this step in
order for profile-HMMs to be successful.
Profile-HMMs build a model representing the consensus sequence for the family,
not the sequence of any particular member. It does this by assigning position sensitive
probability scores (emission probabilities) associated with observing a specific
nucleotide for each column of the alignment. It also assigns position sensitive insertion
and deletion probability scores (transition probabilities) for each column. One of several
different approaches can be used to derive these probabilities from the alignment.
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Information about the evolutionary relationship of the sequences being aligned can also
be incorporated to allow sequences to be weighted differently in the scoring scheme.
Once these probabilities have been determined, the trained model can then be used to
search a target sequence for regions similar to the training set. Determining that a
sequence belongs to a family, and aligning it to the other members, often allows
inferences about its function.

1.6.3 Stochastic context free grammars (SCFG) and covariance
models (CM)
A beautiful mathematical method for efficiently modeling the long-distance
interactions that occur in RNA structures has been developed from stochastic contextfree grammars (SCFGs). This general theory for modeling strings of symbols was
developed by computational linguists in an attempt to understand the structure of
natural languages (Chomsky 1956; 1959) but is now being applied with great
effectiveness to ncRNA structural prediction.
SCFGs are probabilistic models that consist of symbols and production rules
with associated probabilities that can capture primary sequence features as well as longrange interactions between base pairs in a RNA secondary structure. They provide a
unifying framework for primary sequence-based approaches (like HMMs) and
approaches that predict secondary structure. The stacking-energy derived parameters
for structural prediction can be implemented as rules in the grammar to allow prediction
of the MFE structure. Once the parameters of the SCFG have been determined, dynamic
programming algorithms are used to derive the secondary structure that maximizes a
scoring function. These algorithms make use of the fact that the overall probability of a
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structure can be expressed as the product of probabilities for smaller parts of the RNA
structure. SCFGs do not, however, capture tertiary interactions like pseudoknots.
In analogy to profile HMMs, SCFGs with a structure that incorporates
biologically meaningful patterns of insertions and deletions are known as covariance
models (CMs). They can be derived if a family of known ncRNA sequences is available
to form a training set. To train a CM, it is necessary to develop an accurate alignment of
the available sequences. This is typically done using standard multiple sequence
alignment tools like ClustalW (Chenna et al. 2003) or M-coffee (Moretti et al. 2007). The
initial alignment can then be adjusted manually with the aid of a visualization program
like RALEE (Griffiths-Jones 2005). The expert knowledge added in this step provides
the best chance of correctly aligning functionally equivalent sequence and structural
elements. The better the initial alignment, the more likely it is that the CM will capture
the true footprint of compensatory changes that reveal the underlying shared structure
(Gardner and Giegerich 2004; Gardner, Wilm and Washietl 2005).
CMs have been used extensively by the ncRNA database, Rfam, to capture the
features of many known ncRNA families (Griffiths-Jones et al. 2003; Griffiths-Jones et al.
2005). The trained CM model can then be used to search a target sequence for additional
family members. Each match is assigned a score that reflects the extent to which it
shares the features of the training set. A cutoff threshold can be used to select the best
matches.

1.6.4 Structural alignment with multiple sequences
Structure is typically conserved more than sequence among homologous RNA
molecules that share the same function. Multiple homologous sequences can be used to
derive a consensus structure that captures their common structural features.
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Comparative approaches are better at predicting functional RNA structure than MFE
that only have information from a single sequence (Doshi et al. 2004; Gardner and
Giegerich 2004; Gesteland, Cech and Atkins 2006; Reeder et al. 2006).
There are three general approaches used to obtain a common structure from
multiple sequences (Figure 5) (Gardner and Giegerich 2004). The best approach for a
given application depends largely on the degree of sequence identity among the
homologous sequences. The first approach (plan A) attempts to identify a common
structure from a fixed sequence alignment. This is a good approach when sequence
identity is ≥ 60%, allowing functionally equivalent regions to be aligned with a high
degree of accuracy. The second approach (plan B) considers many different alignment
possibilities and structures in order to identify the combination that yields the optimal
solution. This is the best approach to take when sequence identity is less than about 5060% and functionally equivalent regions cannot be reliably aligned based on sequence
similarity alone. The third approach (plan C) folds each sequence independently and
then attempts to align the resulting structures. This approach is fairly new to the field of
structural alignment and holds the greatest hope for homologous sequences with little
sequence identity.
To follow plan A, it is first necessary to obtain an accurate alignment of the set
of sequences. Standard multiple sequence alignment tools, supplemented with expert
curation, provides the greatest likelihood of accurately aligning functionally equivalent
regions. Once the best possible alignment has been obtained, several methods are
available to infer the consensus structure from the pattern of compensatory changes
among the sequences. These methods include mutual-information measures (Chiu and
Kolodziejczak 1991; Gutell et al. 1992; Gorodkin et al. 1997), combinations of MFE and
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covariation scores (Hofacker, Fekete and Stadler 2002; Ruan, Stormo and Zhang 2004a),
and probabilistic models compiled from large reference data-sets (Knudsen and Hein
1999; Knudsen and Hein 2003; Gardner and Giegerich 2004).

Figure 5: General approaches to structural alignment. Modified after Gardner and
Giegerich.
If the pair-wise sequence identity in the set of homologous RNA sequences is
below about 50-60%, plan A will not yield good results (Gardner, Wilm and Washietl
2005). In this case, it becomes necessary to simultaneously align and fold the sequences
in order to infer the common underlying structural features shared by the set (plan B).
An exact solution to this simultaneous alignment and folding was presented by David
Sankoff in 1985 (Sankoff 1985). Unfortunately, the algorithm requires extreme
computational resources and is not very useful in practice (O(n3m) in time, and O(n2m) in
memory, where n is the sequence length and m is the number of sequences). Restricted
versions of this algorithm have been developed to reduce run time but this remains an
active area of research.
The final approach (plan C) applies when no helpful level of sequence
conservation is observed. This approach skips the sequence alignment step altogether
and jumps directly to predicting the secondary structure of each homologous sequence
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separately. The structures, or some subset of structures, are then compared to one
another to try and identify a shared structure. The crucial point in plan C is the question
of whether the initial independent folding produces at least some structures that align
well and hence give clues as to the underlying consensus structure, assuming one exists
(Gardner and Giegerich 2004).
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2 Non-coding RNA gene prediction approaches
Non-coding RNAs are a highly heterogeneous group of genes that fulfill diverse
roles in the cell through diverse mechanisms. They lack a common set of primarysequence or structural features and are rarely evolutionarily conserved at the primarysequence level. This dearth of generic ncRNA features makes ncRNA gene prediction
several orders of magnitude more difficult than protein coding gene prediction. Biologists
have adapted by developing gene finders that target the unique properties of families of
ncRNAs. The huge diversity in ncRNA families dictates a commensurate diversity in
gene finding approaches producing a complex web of inter-related algorithms.
Navigating this web can be daunting for the uninitiated. It is helpful to divide the
algorithms into two broad categories: example-based approaches and de novo
approaches.
Example-based approaches begin with a family of known ncRNA genes. The
family may have only one known family member or may have many members. De novo
gene predictors do not begin with a specific set of known ncRNA examples but instead
search for features shared among a large number of gene families. For example, these
algorithms often look for genomic regions that have well-defined structural features
suggesting the presence of a ncRNA. Example-based algorithms and de novo algorithms
use essentially the same methods but apply them in slightly different ways to achieve
different objectives.

2.1 Example-based approaches
Non-coding RNA families are groups of ncRNA genes that perform a common
function and therefore share common features. They may all have a common structure or
recognize their target genes through similar patterns of sequence-complementarity.
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Researchers that use example-based approaches are typically asking one of two
questions. Either they want to determine the features of a family because it provides
insight into the function performed by the family (characterize family) or they want to
use the features to search for additional family members (gene prediction). Different
algorithms have been developed to perform these two different functions.

2.1.1 Well-characterized families
Several ncRNA gene families are well characterized. These are typically highly
expressed housekeeping genes with multiple family members per genome. Family-specific
features can be identified among the large training set of known examples. Examples of
well-characterized families include tRNAs, tmRNAs, snoRNAs (C/D box and H/ACA
box) and miRNAs. Family specific gene-finding programs have been developed for these
cases and have been quite successful (Table 2).
Covariance models (CM) are used extensively by these programs (Chapter 1,
Section 1.6.3). The tRNAscan program is an example of this type of program used to
predict tRNA. These ncRNAs are abundant in every cell, have a characteristic cloverleaf
shape and contain a 3-basepair anti-codon sequence specifying an amino acid. The
tRNAscan program is able to predict tRNAs with an accuracy of 1 false positive per 15
gigabases using a CM (Lowe and Eddy 1997). Other programs have been developed for
tmRNA and snoRNA (Table 2) (Lowe and Eddy 1999; Omer et al. 2000; Laslett,
Canback and Andersson 2002; Edvardsson et al. 2003; Schattner et al. 2004; Hertel,
Hofacker and Stadler 2008).
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are another family of ncRNAs that have been successfully
predicted using family-specific features (Table 2). MiRNAs undergo significant posttranscriptional modification and it is not currently possible to computationally predict
the primary transcript. Gene finders generally aim to identify the characteristic miRNA
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Table 2: ncRNA Gene Prediction Programs. This table provides a list of programs
associated with ncRNA gene prediction discussed in this chapter. The table should not
be considered comprehensive. PSB = Primary-sequence based; SB = Structure based;
PSSB
Well
characterized family

family
specific

tRNA- tRNAscan; tmRNA- BRUCE; C/D box snoRNA- snoscan; C/D and H/ACA
box snoRNA- SnoReport; H/ACA snoRNAs- snoGPS; miRNA- MiRscan, miRRim
(Section 2.1.1)

generic

HMMer (profile-HMM); INFERNAL, CMFINDER (Covariance Model) (Section
2.1.1)
Find
additional
family
members

PSB

Blast, Fasta (poor results in most cases) (Section 2.2)

Structure
known

RSEARCH, RNAMotif (Section 2.1.2)

PSSB

DYNALIGN, FOLDALIGN, CONSAN (Section 2.1.2)

PSB

Insufficient information

Structure
based

Simple
interactions

Single
example

Known
examples

Characterize
family

Not well
Pseudoknots

characterized
SB

family
Multiple
examples

Fixed
alignments

Characterize
family

Simo align
& fold

One
species

PSSB

Multiple
species

Ensemble
MFE
structures

RNAsubopt, Sfold
(Section 2.1.2)

pknots, pknotsRG, HotKnots (Section 2.1.2)

PFOLD, RNALIFOLD, RNAlishapes,
RNA-DECODER; Pseudo-knot: ILM,
HXMATCH, KNetFold (Section 2.1.3)
Two sequences: DYNALIGN,
FOLDALIGN, CONSAN (Section 2.1.2)
Multi sequences: RNA Sampler,
FoldalignM, MASTR, STEMLOC
(Section 2.1.3)

Genome-specific methods (Section 2.2.1), MFE Stability (Section 2.2.2)
Fixed

PSSB

RNAfold, Afold, Mfold
(Section 2.1.2)

RNAforester, MARNA, RNAcast (RNAshapes),
LARA (Section 2.1.3)

PSSB

De
novo
gene
prediction

MFE
structure

QRNA, EVOFOLD, RNAZ, AlifoldZ (Section 2.2.2)

alignments
Simo align & fold

FOLDALIGN (Section 2.2.2)

foldback structure that is excised out of the primary transcript. However, in animals this
foldback structure is relatively small (~60-70nt) and simple and, by itself, is not enough
to identify miRNAs with reasonable levels of specificity. Hence, conservation patterns
and additional heuristic features are often combined in a probabilistic model. Programs
like MiRscan and miRRim take this approach (Lim et al. 2003; Lai 2004; Ohler et al.
2004; Terai et al. 2007). As an alternative, it is also possible to search for sequence27

complementarity with potential targets to identify miRNA genes (Xie et al. 2005). This
strategy has been shown to be particularly successful in plants, where the mature
miRNAs target genes display longer stretches of sequence complementarity (Rhoades et
al. 2002; Wang et al. 2004). Hybrid approaches, taking advantage of several different
types of information, have also been developed (Jones 2006; Meyer 2007).
In addition to these family-specific programs, there are generic programs that aim
to derive the parameters of a CM from any training set of known ncRNAs (Table 2). The
INFERNAL software package, available from the Rfam database, uses a high quality
alignment to derive the parameters of a CM (Eddy 2002). The program employs several
techniques to extend its ability to recognize sequences more diverged than what was
provided among members of the training set. It operates in O(L N1.3 ) time and
O(N2log(N)) memory where L is the target sequence length and N is the alignment length.
The CMFINDER program trains a CM from a set of unaligned sequences (Yao, Weinberg
and Ruzzo 2006). Both programs can be used to search for additional family members
using the trained model. Each match found in the target sequence is assigned a score that
reflects the likelihood that it is a true member of the ncRNA family.
In some cases, ncRNA families share primary-sequence features but lack
significant structural features and a CM approach is inappropriate. A profile-HMM
(Chapter 1, Section 1.6.2) is the best approach for this case. The HMMer software
package is a generic profile-HMM algorithm that captures the shared sequence features
among a set of homologous sequences (Eddy 1996; Meyer 2007). Once trained, the
model can be used to predict additional family members in a target sequence. The
program runs in Ο(L N) time and Ο(L N) in memory for a target sequence of length L that
models an alignment of N nucleotides.
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2.1.2 Not well characterized families: single example
Experimental work often leads to the discovery of new ncRNA genes. It is
important to characterize these genes in an attempt to gain insight into their function.
They can also be used to search for additional family members. Several algorithms have
been developed to accomplish these two goals (Table 2).
2.1.2.1 Characterize structure
If a single example of a ncRNA has been obtained, minimum folding energy
(MFE) approaches can be used to predict its structure (Chapter 1, Section 1.6.1).
Programs that predict the MFE structure without considering tertiary structure (pseudoknots) include RNAfold (Hofacker 2003), Mfold (Zuker and Stiegler 1981), and Afold
(to name a few) (Ogurtsov et al. 2006). Programs like RNAsubopt predict structures
using MFE while providing information about near-optimal folding structures (Wuchty et
al. 1999). Sfold is a Bayesian folding approach which identifies parts of the sequence
which have a high probability of folding under an ensemble of possible structures (Ding,
Chan and Lawrence 2004). Programs capable of predicting pseudo-knot or other
complex structures include pknots (Rivas and Eddy 1999), pknotsRG (Reeder and
Giegerich 2004) and HotKnots (Ren et al. 2005). Each of these programs makes different
simplifying assumptions and provides different information about the sequence being
evaluated. The most appropriate application depends on the question being asked. See
Garner and Giegerich 2004 for a comparison of some of these programs.
2.1.2.2 Find additional family members
If the functional structure of the example is known from experimental data
(crystallography / NMR), programs like RSEARCH or RNAMotif (Macke et al. 2001;
Klein and Eddy 2003) can be employed to search for additional family members in a
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target sequence. They search for regions in the target sequence that are likely to fold into
the same structure as the known example (Klein and Eddy 2003; Meyer 2007).
RSEARCH uses a stochastic context-free grammar (SCFG) model and calculates a score
for each match reflecting the reliability of the prediction. However, the program is
computationally intensive. The RNAMotif program is highly customizable and therefore
may potentially provide high sensitivity and specificity (Macke et al. 2001; Meyer 2007).
The user can define a search motif, secondary & tertiary structure features, and custom
scoring parameters. However, in order to supply this information, the user must have a
lot of information about the search sequence, information that is often not available.
In most cases, the structure of the example ncRNA is unknown. It can still be
used to search a target sequence for additional family members if alignment and folding
are performed simultaneously. This general approach is based on the Sankoff algorithm
(Chapter 1, Section 1.6.4). An exact solution of the Sankoff algorithm is extremely
computationally intensive so programs have been developed that implement
approximations of the Sankoff approach and limit the analysis to only two sequences.
These programs include: DYNALIGN (Mathews and Turner 2002; Mathews and Turner
2006), FOLDALIGN (Havgaard, Lyngso and Gorodkin 2005; Havgaard et al. 2005) and
CONSAN (Dowell and Eddy 2006; Reeder et al. 2006; Meyer 2007).
It is important to examine each of these programs carefully when selecting the
best application for a particular problem. Both DYNALIGN and FOLDALIGN can be
used to search for a shorter sequence in a long test sequence. FOLDALIGN was
developed to detect local regulatory structures rather than global structures with multiloops. DYNALIGN reduces computational complexity by placing limits on the size of
internal loops in RNA structures. Neither program explicitly models unstructured regions
in the two input sequences so the predicted results may strongly depend on the chosen
sequence window (Meyer 2007). A comparison of the CONSAN, DYNALIGN and
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FOLDALIGN programs by Dowell and Eddy 2006 concluded that they provided
comparable overall performance but have different strengths and weaknesses.

2.1.3 Not well characterized families: multiple examples
As discussed in Chapter 1, Section 1.6.1, MFE approaches are limited in their
ability to predict accurate RNA secondary structure. Better results can generally be
achieved if multiple sequences are available. These approaches benefit from the
combined information provided by several sequences (Doshi et al. 2004; Gardner and
Giegerich 2004; Gesteland, Cech and Atkins 2006; Reeder et al. 2006). A variety of
approaches have been developed for application to specific circumstances (Table 2).
2.1.3.1 Characterize family (fixed alignment)
In some cases, it is desirable to determine the shared structure of a ncRNA family
for which multiple examples have been identified (Table 2). When primary-sequence
identity among the examples is greater than about 60%, a fixed alignment approach
works best. Examples of programs that determine family structure from fixed nucleotide
alignments (Figure 5, plan A) include PFOLD (Knudsen and Hein 2003), RNAALIFOLD
(Hofacker 2007), RNAlishapes (Voss 2006) and RNA-DECODER (Pedersen et al.
2004). These programs all look for co-varying columns in the input alignment to support
structural predictions (pseudo-knot free). The computational complexity of these
programs is O(L3 ) time and O(L2 ) memory for an alignment of length L. Programs that
predict pseudo-knotted structures have also been developed and include ILM (Ruan,
Stormo and Zhang 2004a; Ruan, Stormo and Zhang 2004b), HXMATCH (Witwer,
Hofacker and Stadler 2004) and KNetFold (Bindewald and Shapiro 2006). All these
programs provide scoring information reflecting the reliability of the predicted consensus
structure.
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The programs differ in the input data they require, their underlying assumptions
and their speed. For example, PFOLD and RNA-DECODER require input of an
evolutionary tree relating the sequences in the alignment. RNAALIFOLD and RNADECODER allow a structure to be provided as an additional input constraint. RNADECODER can take known protein-coding regions in the input alignment explicitly into
account and models un-structured regions in the input alignment. RNA-DECODER
typically runs slower than PFOLD and RNAALIFOLD because it uses more complex
models (Meyer 2007). See Gardner and Giegerich 2004 for a comparison of the
performance of RNAalifold, PFOLD and ILM.
2.1.3.2 Characterize family (simultaneous align & fold)
Below 50-60% sequence-identity, it becomes necessary to simultaneously align
and fold homologous sequences in order to reveal their common structure (Figure 5, plan
B). The extreme computational demands of this approach are the major obstacle to its
success. Many techniques are being explored in an effort to overcome this barrier and it
remains an active area of research. The breadth of these techniques makes it impossible
to provide a concise summary here. One approach is to limit the comparison to only two
sequences and programs that do this were discussed in Section 2.1.2.2. Other programs
have been extended to operate on more than two sequences and examples include RNA
Sampler (Xu, Ji and Stormo 2007), FoldalignM (Torarinsson, Havgaard and Gorodkin
2007), MASTR (Lindgreen, Gardner and Krogh 2007) and STEMLOC (Holmes 2005).
Additional information about Sankoff-like programs and attempts to systematically
compare their performance is provided in several reviews (Gardner and Giegerich 2004;
Gardner, Wilm and Washietl 2005; Meyer 2007). These reviews conclude that the
programs vary widely in their sensitivity and specificity over different sequence lengths
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and homologies. Hence, it remains unclear which program will perform best for a given
data set.
2.1.3.3 Characterize family (structural alignment)
When no helpful level of sequence conservation is observed among a set of
homologous ncRNAs, it is best to skip any attempts at sequence alignment and jump
directly to structural comparisons (Figure 5, plan C). The first step is to predict the
secondary structure of each homologous sequence separately using programs like Mfold
or RNAfold (Zuker and Stiegler 1981; Hofacker 2003). The resulting structures are then
compared to one another to identify common structures. This is an active field of
research and a variety of different structural comparison approaches have been
proposed. Examples of these programs include RNAforester (Hochsmann, Voss and
Giegerich 2004), MARNA (Siebert and Backofen 2007), RNAcast (Reeder and Giegerich
2005), and LARA (Bauer, Klau and Reinert 2007).
RNAforester and MARNA can both be used to compute a global alignment of
several unaligned input sequences whose pseudo-knot free structures are already known.
They use structure and RNA sequence as input. RNAforester represents the individual
structures as trees and computes a structural alignment by aligning the trees. It then
calculates a score for the resulting structural alignments. In contrast, MARNA is a
method that employs a progressive pair-wise alignment strategy that takes the known
structures indirectly into account when calculating the global alignment. MARNA is the
only one of the tree-based programs that is capable of proposing a pseudo-knot free
secondary structure from input sequences whose structure is not known (Meyer 2007).
The program RNAcast efficiently determines the consensus shapes of a set of sequences,
and from their representative structures, a multiple alignment can be obtained with
RNAforester (Reeder et al. 2006). The RNAcast program has also been integrated into a
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software package called RNAshapes that couples it with tools for the analysis of shape
representatives and the calculation of shape probabilities (Steffen et al. 2006). See
Gardner and Giegerich 2004 for a comparison of the RNAforester and MARNA
programs.

2.2 De novo gene prediction
De novo gene predictors attempt to identify ncRNA genes in an unannotated
genome(s) without the use of a training set of examples. They look for regions that have
features characteristic of several ncRNA families. The challenge is distinguishing true
ncRNAs from non-functional regions of the genome that contain some features of
ncRNAs simply by random chance. Although it is an area of active research, many of the
methods already discussed, for example-based ncRNA prediction, are used with a slight
change of perspective.

2.2.1 Genome specific approaches
These methods exploit the unique biology of a given organism to predict ncRNAs.
They were initially developed using the relatively simple genomes of prokaryotes. The
small size and compact structure of prokaryotic genomes made the ncRNA prediction
problem computationally tractable. Most importantly, prokaryotic genomes are well
understood in terms of promoter structure, nucleotide bias and gene arrangement.
Biologists were able to take advantage of this knowledge to identify features that
discriminate ncRNAs from background sequence. The approach has also been extended
with some limited success to simple eukaryotes (Table 2).
One example of genome-specific information is di-nucleotide frequency. Though
di-nucleotide frequencies vary widely among species, they tend to be relatively constant
within a species (Karlin, Campbell and Mrazek 1998; Schattner 2002). Some species
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have evolved unusual nucleotide base composition biases in order to survive in their
unique environmental niches. For example, the ncRNAs of some hyperthermophiles
(Methanococcus jannaschii, Pyrococcus furiosus) can be identified by their unusually high GC
nucleotide content in otherwise AT-rich genome. The high GC content of these ncRNAs is
necessary for folding and maintaining stable structures in their high temperature
environment (Klein, Misulovin and Eddy 2002; Schattner 2002).
However, such examples are rare and it is uncommon to find cases where a single
feature is sufficient to identify ncRNAs. Most genome-specific prediction methods rely
on a combination of information. They often begin by identifying intergenic regions that
are unusually long, suggesting that the region contains an as-yet undetected ncRNA gene.
The compact genomes of prokaryotes and some simple eukaryotes make it easy to
predict where unannotated genes are likely to be located. Intergenic regions can also be
searched for stretches of unusually high nucleotide conservation among related species.
High conservation is suggestive of a functional element that has been preserved over
evolutionary time. The presence of strong promoter and terminator signals, in spatially
appropriate locations, are used to further substantiate the presence of ncRNAs.
Investigators have used a variety of approaches to combine these search criteria. They
are often applied in a serial, heuristic manner but more sophisticated methods like
neural networks have also been applied (Carter, Dubchak and Holbrook 2001). The
approach has proven highly successful in identifying ncRNAs in E. coli. (Argaman et al.
2001; Eddy 2001; Wassarman et al. 2001; Lenz et al. 2004; Wilderman et al. 2004;
Livny et al. 2005; Pichon and Felden 2005; Livny et al. 2006; Livny and Waldor 2007)
and to a lesser extent S. cerevisiae (Olivas, Muhlrad and Parker 1997)
The development of customizable programs is helping to extend this approach to
new species. These programs accept genome-specific information as input (regions of
conservation, intrinsic transcriptional terminators, promoter signals, secondary structure
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conservation, etc.) and then use it to search for new ncRNAs. When this type of
information becomes available for a species, these programs can be used to search for
ncRNAs in their genomes (Pichon and Felden 2003; Livny et al. 2006). Genome-specific
approaches demonstrate how insight into an organism’s biology can prove valuable for
ncRNA prediction. This highlights the interdependent nature of experimental and
computational work.

2.2.2 Minimum folding energy (MFE) stability
Many different types of ncRNAs have a significant structural component so
searching for structural features should, in theory, identify many ncRNAs. However,
being able to fold a sequence into a nice structure does not mean that it is a bona fide
ncRNA. Sequences that fold into structures can occur by random chance. The challenge
is to discriminate real ncRNA sequences from random sequences. In the late 1980’s,
research in the Maizel laboratory led to the proposal that ncRNAs have energetically
more stable structures than random sequences (Le et al. 1988; Le, Chen and Maizel
1989; Chen et al. 1990). In this approach, a single sequence is folded using a MFE
approach. The sequence is then randomly shuffled many times and the MFE of each of
the randomly shuffled sequences is calculated. The distribution of MFEs of the random
sequences is then compared to the MFE of the actual sequence. For true ncRNA, the MFE
of the actual sequence will be distinct from the distribution of MFE of the random
sequences.
Several researchers have investigated the general applicability of Maizel’s
proposal. Some have provided evidence that ncRNAs are more energetically stable than
randomly shuffled sequences (Bonnet et al. 2004; Clote et al. 2005; Freyhult, Gardner
and Moulton 2005)(Kavanaugh and Dietrich, in preparation) while others have
provided evidence that this is not true in general (Rivas and Eddy 2000) and the issue
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remains unresolved. It is certainly worth pursuing this idea further since it is the only
approach currently available for potential de novo prediction of ncRNAs using a single
sequence (Table 2). It has been shown that it is important to preserve both mono and dinucleotide distributions when creating the randomly shuffled sequences (Workman and
Krogh 1999).

2.2.3 Comparative approaches
It has been shown that comparative approaches produce more reliable structural
predictions than MFE approaches (Doshi et al. 2004; Gardner and Giegerich 2004;
Gesteland, Cech and Atkins 2006; Reeder et al. 2006). Hence, it makes sense to employ
these methods for de novo gene discovery. Comparative methods search for footprints of
compensatory changes among multi-species alignments suggesting the presence of a
conserved secondary structure likely to be a ncRNA. Random sequences are unlikely to
produce patterns of compensatory changes over evolutionary time. Computational
requirements are a major obstacle in the development of de novo ncRNA gene prediction
programs and necessitate simplifications in the search method (Table 2).
2.2.3.1 Fixed sequence alignment
One approach to reduce computational complexity is to restrict the analysis to
fixed sequence alignments. Programs that take this approach include QRNA (Rivas and
Eddy 2001; Rivas et al. 2001), EVOFOLD (Pedersen et al. 2006), RNAZ (Washietl,
Hofacker and Stadler 2005) and AlifoldZ (Washietl and Hofacker 2004). All of these
programs take as input fixed sequence alignments (two in the case of QRNA and multisequences in the case of EVOFOLD and RNAZ). They search windows of predefined
length for patterns of mutations suggestive of structural features (pseudo-knot free)
(Figure 6). They categorize the aligned regions as structure encoding, non-structure
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encoding, and (in the case of QRNA) protein-coding. A score is assigned to each
prediction to reflect the degree of confidence in the classification. It remains an open
question as to how the selected window size affects the performance of these programs.
It is unclear how much difference can be tolerated between the window size and the
ncRNA transcript boundaries to produce a valid prediction (Meyer 2007) (Kavanaugh
and Dietrich, in preparation).

Figure 6: Patterns of mutation in different types of DNA sequence. (a) A pattern of
third codon position mutations (synonymous changes) indicative of protein-coding
sequences. (b) A pattern of compensatory changes that preserve underlying structure are
indicative of structural ncRNAs. (c) Random mutations are expected in non-coding
sequence.
Although these programs perform fundamentally the same task, they differ
significantly in their methods, assumptions and vulnerabilities. For example, EvoFold
takes an evolutionary tree relating the aligned species as an input while the other two do
not. EvoFold’s underlying model can explicitly model non-structured regions in the input
alignment, presumably making it less vulnerable to a specific window-size. The RNAZ
program evaluates the similarity of the encoded structures based on the similarity of
their minimum free energies rather than the corresponding individual MFE structures.
This may make its predictions somewhat less vulnerable to alignment errors and make it
better at handling RNA structure variation. When co-evolving signals are absent in an
alignment, RNAZ assumes that ncRNA genes are thermodynamically more stable than
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expected by chance. The validity of this assumption remains controversial. When
selecting a program for a specific task, it is important to understand their strengths and
weaknesses (Meyer 2007). EvoFold, RNAZ and AlifoldZ have been used to predict
ncRNA genes in the human genome and have identified large sets of potential ncRNAs
(Pedersen et al. 2006; Washietl et al. 2007).
2.2.3.2 Simultaneous align & fold
When sequence similarity is not high enough to permit an accurate fixed
alignment, it becomes necessary to simultaneously align and fold the sequences (Figure 5,
plan B). This requires considerably more computation than fixed alignments and has
been implemented in the FOLDALIGN program. In order to keep run time at bay,
FOLDALIGN limits the analysis to two sequences (Gorodkin et al. 1997; Havgaard et
al. 2005). The program has been used to search for ncRNAs shared between the human
and mouse genomes (Torarinsson et al. 2006). Both strands of 36,970 regions that were
unalignable between the human and mouse genome were evaluated using a window
length of 200 and a length difference of 15. A total of1800 common RNA structures were
predicted.
The analysis highlights several important points about the current status of
ncRNA prediction. First, such an analysis takes considerable computational resources.
The FOLDALIGN analysis took ~5 months to run on a linux cluster of 70 2-GB-RAM
nodes. Second, it is often unclear how to interpret the results of such analysis. It was
necessary to assume a fixed window length to make the computation tractable. It is
unclear how effective using a fixed length is at predicting ncRNAs that range
considerably in size. Finally, experimental verification of the predicted ncRNAs presents
a significant challenge. The typical approach is to show that the predicted ncRNAs are
expressed in the cell using genome-wide microarrays. However, even if such evidence is
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lacking, it is virtually impossible to say that a region of the genome is never expressed
and not a ncRNA. On the other hand, microarray studies have shown that a significant
portion of the genome is expressed. It remains unclear how much of this transcription is
actually functional and how much is transcriptional noise. Extensive experimentation is
required to truly demonstrate that a ncRNA prediction is accurate. It is certainly not
practical to perform such experiments on a genome-wide scale. Hence, the accuracy of
genome-wide ncRNA predictions remain largely unverified.

2.3 Conclusions and future directions
NcRNA gene prediction is an exciting area of research where much has been
accomplished but much still remains to be achieved. Accurate general-purpose ncRNA
gene prediction remains elusive. It is stymied by an apparent lack of clear common
primary-sequence features and the challenge of discriminating functional structures from
random sequences with folding potential. Many approaches have been developed to
identify subsets of ncRNA but no unified method has been identified. This has led to the
creation of many different programs for specific applications. It is also important to
point out that any gene predicted to be a ncRNA should be checked for the possibility
that it might be a protein-coding gene instead. Potential ncRNA candidates should be
evaluated for an open reading frame, a high degree of cross-species conservation, and a
pattern of mutation suggestive of synonymous codon changes.
In performing this survey of ncRNA prediction methods, it became clear that the
most effective approaches currently available rely on comparative genomics. Of those,
the approach that has found the greatest practical application is the one that uses fixed
sequence alignments to search for patterns of compensatory mutations (Figure 5, plan
A). The strength of this approach is its use of multiple species and its computational
tractability. Its weakness is its reliance on accurate alignment of functional elements.
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Errors in the alignment can mislead the analysis and this can become a concern in
intergenic regions where sequence similarity drops significantly. The fixed alignment
approach also is unable to identify orthologous genes that have changed their relative
position between species as the result of local insertions or deletions. An unexplored
area associated with this approach is the choice of window size that should be used
when scanning a test sequence. Fixed alignment programs typically assume a single
window size for de novo gene discovery (Washietl et al. 2005; Pedersen et al. 2006). The
difference in length that can be tolerated between a ncRNA transcript and the window
size used by a program attempting to predict it is not clear. It is also unclear what the
optimal step size should be for performing the scan. Systematic studies of these
quantities are necessary to interpret genome-wide predictions produced by this
algorithmic approach.
The next chapter describes work I have done investigating the effect of window
size and step size on ncRNA gene prediction. I will also explore the use of
thermodynamic stability for predicting ncRNA as opposed to using patterns of
compensatory changes employed by fixed alignment approaches. Thermodynamic
approaches are attractive because they are not dependent on sequence alignments for
ncRNA prediction and can identify genes that have move out of register with one
another between species.
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3 Non-coding RNA prediction and verification in Saccharomyces
cerevisiae
3.1 Introduction
Non-coding RNA (ncRNA) are functional RNA transcripts that are not
translated into protein (i.e., not messenger RNAs). They perform a wide range of roles in
the cell including post-transcriptional modification of other RNA molecules (snoRNA,
RNase P, RNase MRP), function in gene splicing (snRNA), maintain telomere length
(telomerase), localize proteins to the endoplasmic reticulum (signal recognition particle),
and impact gene expression (micro-RNA, siRNA). They are also known to function in
chromosome silencing (X-inactivation), chromatin structure modification (rasiRNA),
imprinting, and have been linked to the development of cancer and associated with
complex diseases (Leighton et al. 1995; Brannan and Bartolomei 1999; Tilghman 1999;
Kelley and Kuroda 2000; Eddy 2001; Storz 2002; Seitz et al. 2003; Martens, Laprade
and Winston 2004; Cheng et al. 2005; Hayashita et al. 2005; He et al. 2005; Lu et al.
2005; Sonkoly et al. 2005; Mattick and Makunin 2006; Samanta et al. 2006; Costa 2007;
Dann et al. 2007).
Data from high-throughput experimental methods has shed light on the
abundance of ncRNAs. These experiments indicate that much of the intergenic DNA in
the eukaryotic genome is transcribed and, while sometimes characterized as junk DNA
may perform some function within the cell. Many of the observed transcripts are thought
to be unannotated ncRNAs (Kapranov et al. 2002; Bertone et al. 2004; Stolc et al. 2004;
Suzuki and Hayashizaki 2004; Cheng et al. 2005; Stolc et al. 2005). In human it appears
that the number of ncRNA genes is comparable to the number of protein-coding genes
(Kapranov et al. 2002; Cawley et al. 2004; Gardner and Giegerich 2004; Kampa et al.
2004). This new data has launched a debate about how much of the observed
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transcription represents legitimate ncRNAs and how much is the result of transcriptional
noise or experimental artifact (Babak, Blencowe and Hughes 2005; Cheng et al. 2005;
Huttenhofer, Schattner and Polacek 2005; Kapranov et al. 2005; Mattick and Makunin
2006; Mendes Soares and Valcarcel 2006; Costa 2007). One thing does seem clear, many
ncRNAs remain undiscovered in eukaryotic genomes and the list of functional roles
assigned to them is likely to expand.
Even in one of the most thoroughly studied model organisms, Saccharomyces
cerevisiae, there is evidence to suggest that only a fraction of the ncRNA in the genome
have been identified. There are ~50 protein coding genes in the S. cerevisiae genome that
poses identifiable RNA recognition motifs (RRM) and most of the binding partners for
these proteins remain unknown (Gesteland, Cech and Atkins 2006). Tiling array
experiments have shown transcription from many locations in the genome that appear to
be unannotated ncRNA genes (David et al. 2006; Samanta et al. 2006). Large-scale
cDNA library sequencing and serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE) experiments
have also uncovered many novel ncRNA gene candidates (Zhang and Dietrich 2005;
Miura et al. 2006). In a systematic study of intergenic regions greater than 2kb (59
regions total), 15 unique transcripts ranging in size from 161 to 2000nt in length were
identified (Olivas, Muhlrad and Parker 1997). One of these was clearly identified as a
ncRNA while others seemed likely to be ncRNA transcripts.
Because of the time and expense required to identify ncRNA experimentally, it is
desirable to develop accurate methods of in silico ncRNA gene prediction. However, such
methods remain elusive. The challenge of predicting these genes rests with the fact that
they form a heterogeneous group that lack a common set of primary sequence features.
They do not have start codons, stop codons or open reading frames that serve as key
signposts in protein-coding gene prediction. They lack a common set of promoter motifs,
splice signals and polyadenylation signals because they are not all transcribed by the
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same RNA polymerase. They also typically lack significant primary sequence
conservation across species (Higgs 2000; Livny and Waldor 2007). This is because
structural constraints exert only minimal restrictions on primary nucleotide sequence. For
ncRNAs functioning primarily through sequence motifs, the brevity and degeneracy of
these motifs complicates their use as generic gene-finding tools.
One approach to ncRNA gene prediction is to limit the analysis to specific types
of non-coding RNAs. These approaches zero in on unique characteristics of a given
class. It has been applied with fair success to predict tRNAs, tmRNAs, snoRNAs (C/D
box and H/ACA box), and miRNAs (Lowe and Eddy 1997; Lowe and Eddy 1999;
Omer et al. 2000; Laslett, Canback and Andersson 2002; Rhoades et al. 2002;
Edvardsson et al. 2003; Lim et al. 2003; Lai 2004; Ohler et al. 2004; Schattner et al.
2004; Wang et al. 2004; Xie et al. 2005; Jones 2006; Meyer 2007; Terai et al. 2007; Hertel,
Hofacker and Stadler 2008).
A variety of computational approaches to ncRNA gene prediction have been
applied in S. cerevisiae. In one approach, a genome-wide computational search for strong
consensus polymerase III promoters was performed (Olivas, Muhlrad and Parker 1997).
Potential candidate regions were then tested experimentally to determine if they drove
expression of a ncRNA transcript. This screen led to the identification of one nonessential ncRNA, RNA170.
Computational screens have also been performed to identify the C/D and
H/ACA guide snoRNAs in S. cerevisiae. The C/D guide snoRNAs were predicted using a
probabilistic model trained with known C/D snoRNA examples (Lowe and Eddy
1999). Six sequence features were incorporated into the model (Box D, Box C, a region
of sequence complementary to rRNA, Box D', predicted methylation site within the
ribosomal RNA (rRNA), and the terminal stem base pairings, if present) as well as the
relative distance between identified features. A total of 22 new C/D snoRNA were
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identified by the screen, accounting for 51 of the 55 known rRNA ribose methylated sites
in yeast (rRNA) performed by 41 different guide snoRNA. A similar approach has been
used to predict H/ACA guide snoRNAs, although these ncRNA have shorter and less
well-conserved primary sequence motifs so their prediction is more difficult (Schattner et
al. 2004). The snoGPS program combines a deterministic search algorithm and
probabilistic gene model trained with known H/ACA snoRNA examples (based on
primary sequence motifs, rRNA guide sequences, stem–loop structures, and interval
spacing between the different motifs) to predict H/ACA snoRNA. The program was
used in conjunction with comparative sequence analysis and Gibbs free-energyminimization calculations to identify 6 novel H/ACA snoRNA transcripts. Fourteen
new base-pairings between snoRNAs and known pseudouridine sites in the rRNA were
also identified. This combined with previous work identified 41 of the 44 known
pseudouridine modifications in rRNA have been linked with a verified snoRNA in S.
cerevisiae.
Two other investigators performed screens for ncRNA by searching for significant
structural components. The QRNA program was used to search for patterns of
compensatory mutations consistent with base-paired secondary structure (McCutcheon
& Eddy, 2003; also see Corrigendum associated with paper published September 1,
2004). This program was applied to pairwise alignments of S. cerevisiae with 5 other
partially sequenced, closely related species (S. mikatae, S. kudriavzevii, S. bayanus, S.
castellii and S. kluyveri). A sliding window of 150nt in length and a step size of 50nt
were used to scan the alignments. This screen produced an initial list of 92 potential
ncRNA candidates. After careful experimental analysis, 4 ncRNA transcripts were
confirmed as ncRNA. Three of these are probably snoRNA and one, RUF5, might be an
anti-sense transcript of the CUP1 locus.
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A subsequent analysis of the yeast genome applying the same fundamental
approach but using multiple sequence alignments instead of pair-wise alignments has
also been performed (Steigele et al. 2007). This analysis included the genomes of S.
cerevisiae, S. paradoxus, S. mikatae, S. kudriavzeii, S. bayanus, S castelli, and S. kluyveri
genomes and used the RNAZ program (Washietl, Hofacker and Stadler 2005). The
RNAZ program differs from the QRNA program in that it will assume that ncRNA genes
are thermodynamically more stable than expected by chance when co-evolving signals
are absent in an alignment. A sliding-window of 120nt in length was used along with a
step size of 40nt. A total of 572 unannotated ncRNA were predicted, including 5
putative C/D snoRNA and 41 putative H/ACA snoRNA. Publicly available tiling array
data was used to provide support for these predictions but no further testing was
performed.
The QRNA and RNAZ programs both rely on fixed sequence alignments to
perform their predictions. Restricting the analysis to fixed sequence alignments is useful
because it significantly reduces the computational complexity and time relative to more
sophisticated approaches like the Sankoff method (Sankoff 1985; Torarinsson et al.
2006). The approach makes sense in cases where sequences can be aligned with
accuracy. The alignments are screened for patterns of mutations suggestive of structural
features using windows of predefined length. It remains an open question as to how the
selected window size affects the performance of these programs, particularly how much
difference can be tolerated between the window size and the ncRNA transcript
boundaries to produce a valid prediction (Meyer 2007).
While using fixed alignments has advantages, it also has disadvantages. It
requires that sequence data be available of the proper evolutionary distance that
sequences are similar enough to be aligned with accuracy but different enough to provide
a significant signal of compensatory changes. Even when such sequence data is
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available, it can be difficult to obtain accurate alignments in intergenic regions where
sequence similarity drops dramatically compared to protein coding regions. Errors in the
alignment destroy the footprint of compensatory changes on which these prediction
methods rely. It is also likely to introduce false indications of compensatory changes
that are not truly present. The approach is also unlikely to identify orthologs that have
changed their relative position to any significant degree. Insertions and deletions in
intergenic regions can cause orthologs to move out of register with one another. Finally,
little analysis has been devoted to evaluating the impact of window size on the
performance of the fixed alignment programs (Meyer 2007). If the window size used to
scan the genome is changed, how does the predicted gene set change? How much
tolerance is there between the window size and the length of the ncRNA structure? Since
known ncRNA vary significantly in their length, intuitively more than one window size
needs to be evaluated. It also seems intuitive that a variety of step sizes are required to
ensure that the window for evaluation encompassed the entire structural feature.
I sought to apply a method that would not be subject to some of these problems.
The method I chose does not require sequence alignments and can identify orthologous
genes that have moved out of register. Although this approach is computationally
intensive, I think it is tractable for ncRNA gene prediction in species with compact
genomes such as S. cerevisiae. I am hopeful that lessons learned in applying these
methods to compact genomes will permit their extrapolation to more complex genomes.
My approach is based on a proposal by Maizel from the late 1980s which
theorized that thermodynamic stability could discriminate ncRNA from background
sequence (Le et al. 1988; Le, Chen and Maizel 1989; Chen et al. 1990). The basic premise
of this approach is that ncRNA sequences have a more favorable folding energy than
random sequences with the same mono- and di-nucleotide distribution. The proposal
has been controversial, with some investigators providing evidence that it is useful for
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discriminating ncRNA from random sequence (Bonnet et al. 2004; Clote et al. 2005;
Freyhult, Gardner and Moulton 2005) while others have concluded that thermodynamic
stability is insufficient as a general gene finding approach (Rivas and Eddy 2000).
This work explores the use of thermodynamic stability of structural features, as
summarized in a Zscore (see Methods), for discovery of ncRNA in S. cerevisiae. Sets of
positive and negative control genes were evaluated to determine the effect of various
window sizes and step sizes on the sensitivity of ncRNA identification. I then applied
the approach to search for ncRNA genes on chromosome 6 of the S. cerevisiae and S.
bayanus. The 16 gene predictions common to both species comprised my list of high
priority ncRNA gene candidates. Finally, I used northern blot analysis, rapid
amplification of cDNA ends (RACE), and publicly available cDNA data to validate my
predictions. Five of the candidates appear to be part of four ncRNA transcripts that are
well supported by experimental data. Two other predictions are also supported by
experimental data but that data is not entirely conclusive. Six candidates appear to be
structural elements in 5’ and 3’ untranslated regions (UTRs) of annotated protein-coding
genes. There was insufficient data to support the transcription of the three remaining
candidates. This work provides evidence that a minimum folding energy approach can
be useful for predicting ncRNA with significant structural elements.

3.2 Materials and methods
3.2.1 Strains
S288C was used for all growth conditions except for sporulation and pheromone
treatment. The strain SK1 was used to evaluate sporulation and BY4741 was used to
perform the pheromone treatment.
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3.2.2 Heat shock from 25°C to 37°C
Cells grown continuously at 25°C were collected by centrifugation, resuspended
in an equal volume of 37°C medium, and returned to 37°C for an additional 20 minutes.
The RNA was then isolated as described above. RNA was collected at twenty minutes
because it has been shown to be the point of maximum RNA expression (Gasch et al.
2000).

3.2.3 Schmooing
Pheromone treatment stimulates yeast cells to increase the expression of mating
genes, arrest cell division in the G1 phase, and form polarizing mating projections
directed toward the pheromone source (Roberts et al. 2000). Overnight yeast cultures
grown in YPD at 30°C were treated with 50nM α-factor. Cells were examined under a
microscope to ensure schmooing was induced. Total RNA was extracted 75 minutes
after pheromone treatment.

3.2.4 Diamide treatment
A strong cellular response to diamide treatment has been shown previously
(Gasch et al. 2000). It resembles a composite response to heat shock, H2 O2 treatment
and menadione treatment. It induces cellular redox genes and genes associated with
defense against reactive oxygen species. Diamide (Research Organics) was added to cell
cultures in late log phase to a final concentration of 1.5 mM. Cells were returned to 30°C
for growth for 30 minutes. RNA was then isolated as described above.
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3.2.5 Synchronized sporulation
This growth condition induces expression of genes involved in meiosis and spore
morphogenesis. SK1 yeast cells were sporulated in a synchronous meisosis as described
previously (Reference Cao, Alani, Kleckner, 1990). Briefly, yeast cultures were pre-grown
in YPD to saturation at 30°C, diluted 200-fold into 100 ml of YPA (1% yeast extract,
2% Bacto-peptone, 2% acetate), and grown to early stationary phase (about 5E7
cells/ml). Cells were then washed with water and resuspended into 100 ml of SPM
(sporulation media consisting of 0.3% potassium acetate and 0.02% raffinose).
Sporulation was carried out at 30°C under conditions that allowed good aeration.
Expression data suggested that metabolic, early, middle and late genes were active 11
hours after transfer to sporulation media so total RNA was collected at this time point
(Chu et al. 1998). Cells were inspected under a microscope to ensure that sporulation of
at least some of the cells had taken place. RNA was then isolated as described above.

3.2.6 Anaerobic growth
S288C yeast cells were grown for approximately 55 hours in 100 ml of minimal
media (YNB) in an anaerobic chamber using an anaerobic gas generating system
(Mitsubishi Gas Chemical Company, Inc.). Four minimal media plates were also
streaked with S288C and grown anaerobically for the same time period. The anaerobic
chamber was then opened and the cells growing on the plates were added to the cells in
the liquid growth by washing. Total RNA from all of the cells was isolated immediately
as described above.
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3.2.7 Saturated, YPG and rich media growth
Saturated growth has been shown to active gene expression, presumably to allow
the cells to adapt to nutrient depleted conditions (Gasch et al. 2000). Yeast cultures
were grown to saturation (OD 3) in minimal media (YNB). As a control, other yeast
cultures were grown in rich media (YPD) to logarithmic growth. A third condition, using
a nonfermentable carbon source, was also analyzed by growing yeast cultures in
YPGlycerol to logarithmic phase. All three cultures were grown at 30°C and aerated by
shaking at 250-300 rpm.

3.2.8 RNA isolation
A phenol-chloroform extraction protocol was used as described previously
(Guthrie and Fink 2004) to extract total RNA from S. cerevisiae, S. bayanus and Ashbya
gossypii. All glassware used in the procedure was baked for 4 hours to destroy RNase
activity. Reusable plasticware and laboratory bench surfaces were treated with RNAzap
(Biohit, Inc.). RNAse-free water was prepared by treating with Diethyl pyrocarbonate
for one hour and then autoclaving. Cells were harvested from 50 ml cultures at an OD600
of 1-3 (1 OD = 3 X 107 cells/ml) unless otherwise specified. The cells were collected via
cetrifugation (except Ashbya cells which were collected using a vacuum filter). The cell
wall was disrupted by vortexing at high speed with acid-washed glass beads in a
solution containing guanidine thiocyanate. Total RNA was purified using multiple
washes with a combination of hot phenol and chloroform.
The total RNA was treated with TURBO DNase (Ambion) and incubated at
37°C for 30 minutes prior to using for RACE or northern applications. The DNase
activity was destroyed by heating to 70°C for 5 minutes per the standard protocol.
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RNA quality was assessed by measuring absorbance at a wavelength of 260 nm on a
NanoDrop (ND-1000) spectrometer.

3.2.9 Northern
A 6%, 7M urea, 1x TBE denaturing polyacrylamide gel was used to make a
northern blot with total RNA as described previously (Sambrook and Russell 2001).
Total RNA was treated with TURBO DNase (Ambion) and incubated at 37°C for 30
minutes prior to gel loading to ensure no DNA was present. It was loaded onto the gel
and run at 150V for 3 hours. The total RNA was transferred from the gel to a nylon
membrane using the OWL Scientific Panther™ Semi-Dry Electroblotter (Model # HEP-1)
with a current of 200 milliamperes for a period of 1 hr. The RNA was fixed to the blot
with UV crosslinking. Radioactive strand-specific probes were produced using the StripEZ system with P32 dATP (Ambion). Each probe was used to on a separate northern
blot. This provided a check that the observed signal derived from only a single strand
and was not the result of DNA contamination (which would produce signal from both
strands). The probes were detected by exposing the blot to BioMax XAR film (Kodak) at
-80°C 24-48 hours.

3.2.10 Rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE)
The SMART RACE cDNA Amplification Kit (Clontech) was used to map
transcript ends. Total RNA was isolated from S288C under two different growth
conditions: anaerobic growth and heat shock from 25C to 37°C. It was treated with
TURBO DNase (Ambion) prior to making the cDNA.
To obtain RACE products for the ncRNA candidates, a RACE reaction and
nested reaction were performed for both the Watson and Crick strand since it was
uncertain which strand the transcript might be generated from. The temperature profiles
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developed to optimize the reaction are given in Appendix A. A hot start approach was
used to minimize extraneous amplification by allowing the reaction tubes to reach a
temperature of 94°C for 1 minute before adding the Ex TaqTM (Takara) polymerase. The
RACE products were electrophoresed on a 1% agarose gel and the resulting bands were
cut out of the gel. They were purified using one of two methods. The first was to use the
QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (QIAGEN), according to the standard protocol.
Alternatively, the gel slices were frozen at -20°C and then spun on a tabletop centrifuge
at 1400rpm for 20 minutes. The sample was then drawn from the top of the resulting
liquid. This proved a quick and reliable method for obtaining purified product. The
purified RACE products were sequenced using standard BigDye chemistry, version 1.3,
according to standard protocols (Applied Biosystems).
RACE primers were designed according to guidelines provided in the SMART
RACE kit. They were 20-28nt in length, had a GC content between 50-70%, a melting
temperature ≥ 72°C, and had no more than 2 C’s or G’s in the last 5 nucleotides of the
oligonucleotide. Each primer was confirmed to be unique in the genome using the
“fuzznuc” program that is part of the EMBOSS utilities (Rice, Longden and Bleasby
2000b).

3.2.11 Calculating Zscore
The Zscore compares the minimum folding energy (MFE) of a sequence, x, to the
distribution of MFE generated by permuted versions of x having the same di-nucleotide
composition. The di-nucleotide composition must be preserved because of the
importance of stacked base-pairs in the MFE calculation (Workman and Krogh 1999).
The MFE of each sequence, x, was calculated using the RNAfold program (Hofacker
2003). Each sequence was then shuffled 500 times using the shuffle program provided in
Sean Eddy’s squid utilities (Eddy 2006) and a mean and standard deviation were
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calculated for the resulting distribution. The Zscore was then calculated using the
equation

where < ⋅ > and σ (⋅) denote the mean and the standard deviation of the MFEs of the
sequences in x shuffled(x). Hence, the Zscore represents the number of standard deviations
that the sequence x deviates from the mean MFE of the shuffled sequences.

3.2.12 Genome Sequences
The genome sequence data used for ncRNA prediction and subsequent
evaluation of open reading frame coding potential is listed in Table 3.
Table 3: Genomic sequences used for ncRNA prediction.
Genome

Strain

Date
Downloaded
11/04/06

Saccharomyces
cerevisiae
Saccharomyces
paradoxous
Saccharomyces
mikatae
Saccharomyces
kudriavzevii
Saccharomyces
bayanus
Candida glabrata
Ashbya gossypii

S288C

Reference
(Hong et al. 2008)

NRRL Y17217
IFO1815

11/04/06

(Kellis et al. 2003)

10/12/07

(Kellis et al. 2003)

IFO1802

11/04/06

(Cliften et al. 2003)

MCYC623

11/04/06

(Kellis et al. 2003)

CBS138
ATCC 10895

10/12/07
6/11/07

(Sherman et al. 2006)
(Dietrich et al. 2004)

3.2.13 Open reading frame (ORF) evaluation of ncRNA candidates
It was important to investigate the possibility that the ncRNA candidates were
protein coding genes. Comparative genomics was used to determine if the four ncRNA
gene candidates SEC4-VTC2, TUB2-RPO41, ROG3-PES4 and RPL2A-YFR032 were
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likely to encode proteins. This approach has been applied by other investigators with a
high degree of success (Kellis et al. 2003).
There were no conserved ORFs for the three candidates TUB2-RPO41, ROG3PES4, PRL2A-YFR032 among S. cerevisiae, S. paradoxous, and S. bayanus (phylogeny in
Figure 1). These transcripts are unlikely to be protein-coding genes. Note, however, that
the complete transcript boundaries have not been determined for ROG3-PES4 or
PRL2A-YFR032 and this evaluation will have to be repeated once both transcript ends
are mapped.
For the SEC4-VTC2 transcript, there is one ORF consisting of 8 amino acids
conserved among S. kudriavzevii, S. bayanus, S. paradoxous, and S. mikatae (sensu stricto).
However, the pattern of substitution among these species is not consistent with
synonymous amino acid substitutions as would be expected for a protein-coding gene
(two mutations are in the 1 st codon position, one mutation is in the 3 rd position). The
ORF is not conserved in Candida glabrata or Ashbya gossypii even though the RNA
transcript is expressed in Ashbya as confirmed by RACE. The 8 amino acid ORF does
not contain any splice signals suggesting that it is spliced to another exon. While a
number of short ORFs have been identified in yeast (Kastenmayer et al. 2006), there are
none known to be as short as 8 amino acids. Taken together, this data suggests that the
short conserved ORF in SEC4-VTC2 does not encode a protein.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Positive and negative control sets
Positive and negative control sets were compiled to test if Zscore could be used
to distinguish known ncRNA from non-functional sequences in Saccharomyces cerevisiae as
had been suggested by previous investigators (Bonnet et al. 2004; Clote et al. 2005;
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Freyhult, Gardner and Moulton 2005). The positive control set was drawn from the list
of annotated S. cerevisiae ncRNA (Table 4) ("Saccharomyces Genome Database"; Hong et
al. 2008). The tRNA and rRNA genes were excluded from consideration because they
can be identified with great accuracy using existing tools (Lowe and Eddy 1997). The
positive test set consisted of two representatives from the snoRNA gene class and all of
the remaining known ncRNA (Table 5).
Table 4: Summary of all known ncRNA in S. cerevisiae.
Non-coding
RNA
tRNA
snoRNA
rRNA
snRNA

Number

other

7

other

1

275
76
27
5

Comments
Spread across genome (one mitochondrial)
Spread across genome
Chr XII, 140 tandem repeats
LSR1, snR14, snR19, snR6, snR7Long/short
NME1, RNA170, RPR1, RUF5-1, RUF5-2,
SCR1, SRG1, TLC1
RPM1 (mitochondrial)

Table 5: Positive control set. Test genes selected to form the positive control set.
S. cerevisiae
ncRNA
SNR6
SNR7-L
SNR14
SNR19
LSR1
RPR1
NME1
SRG1
RNA170
RUF5-1
SCR1
TLC1
SNR76
SNR49
SNR83
SNR30

Description
mRNA splicing (U6)
mRNA splicing (U5)
mRNA splicing (U4)
mRNA splicing (U1)
mRNA splicing (U2)
tRNA cleavage (RNase P component)
Pre-rRNA cleavage (RNase MRP
component)
Regulates SER3
Unknown function, Pol III transcript
Unknown function
Cytoplasmic RNA
Template telomerase
C/D box snoRNA
H/ACA box snoRNA
H/ACA box snoRNA (RUF3)
H/ACA box snoRNA
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%GC

Length

39.29
44.39
38.75
39.79
40.85
51.49
38.94

112
214
160
568
1174
369
339

35.39
45.56
34.08
54.98
35.59
47.71
33.94
35.62
46.76

550
168
709
521
1300
108
164
305
600

Three negative control sets were created. Three sets were used instead of one
because no single set seemed adequate to cover the full range of negative control cases.
Each approach has strengths and weaknesses. The first negative control set consisted of
20 randomly generated sequences of 300nt in length. This set was used because it was
known with certainty not to contain any unannotated genes. The weakness of this
approach is that it may be difficult to capture all of the nuances of nucleotide
distributions in a real genome. The randomly generated sequences had a GC content of
~40% to reflect the average GC content observed in S. cerevisiae. Because the data was
generated randomly, the GC content of the set varied among individual sequences
(35.0% to 49.3%). See supplementary material for a listing of the GC content of each
sequence (Appendix A).
A second negative control set was created by randomly shuffling the positive
control set. Each sequence was shuffled in a manner that preserved both its nucleotide
and di-nucleotide composition using the “squid” utilities (Eddy 2006). This set ensured
that both the positive and negative test sets were the same length and their nucleotide
composition was the same as the S. cerevisiae genome.
Selecting six intergenic regions from the S. cerevisiae genome created the third
negative control set. Intergenic regions were chosen as a control instead of coding regions
because the GC content in the S. cerevisiae differs between protein coding regions and
non-protein coding regions. The untranslated regions (UTR) of most genes in S. cerevisiae
are not mapped so the true intergenic regions are unknown. In order to minimize the
possibility of choosing a region that contained an unannotated structural element, six
intergenic regions were chosen that had one gene of known UTR length. Each of these
genes is known to have a short UTR (< 40nt) that is unlikely to form a structure. A
sequence 300nts from the open reading frame (ORF) of this gene was used as a negative
test sequence (Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Negative control cases in intergenic region. Selected 300nt region beginning
at an ORF known to have a short UTR (< 40nt). The length of the untranslated region
(UTR) of the other flanking gene is unknown.
It was unclear how to select the best intergenic regions. A large distance between
flanking genes introduced a greater likelihood that the region would contain an
unannotated ncRNA. A short distance between flanking genes was more likely to include
the UTR of the other flanking gene. This was undesirable because some UTRs are known
to contain structural elements (Mignone et al. 2002). Examples of both long and shore
intergenic cases were selected for the test set (Table 6).

Table 6: Negative control sequences for six intergenic regions. The table gives the
measured transcription start site for the genes where this data is available. The number
of times each start site was observed is given in parentheses if observed more than once.
Transcription start site data is from ((Zhang and Dietrich 2005). Refer to Figure 7 for an
explanation for the cases, A or B, referred to in table.
Case
A

Gene 1
RPL16B

Comment
-31, -15, -11, -8

Gene 2
FKH2

A

RPS14A

-30,-21(4), -20

snr189

B

SSA1

Test window is 443nt
from SSA1 5’ ORF
SPC97 Test window is 221nt
from SPC97 3’ ORF
YPR098C Test window includes
37nt of YPR098C 5’ ORF
PTP1
Test window is 58nt from
PTP1 5’ ORF

EFB1

Comment
Test window is 400nt
from FKH2 5’ ORF
Test window is 90nt
from snr189 3’ ORF
-33, -21(9), -11, -6, -3

ENO2

-38(3), -30(6)

B
B
B
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MRPL51
SSB1

-20(6), -10
-30(3)

3.3.2 Zscore, definitions and parameter selection
The Zscore represents the number of standard deviations that the minimum
folding energy (MFE) of a native sequence x deviates from the mean MFE of a set of
shuffled sequences of x (see Methods). In order to calculate a Zscore, it is necessary to
choose a window size. When the Zscore for a known ncRNA example is being
computed, the selected window size is usually taken to be the length of the ncRNA
transcript. There were two reasons that I did not want to use transcript length to
calculate Zscore when evaluating the test sets. First, if Zscore is to be used for de novo
gene discovery, the length of the ncRNA is unknown. Second, for long ncRNA
transcripts, it is possible that only a portion of the transcript folds into a structure while
the remainder is unstructured. If the entire transcript length were used in such cases, the
Zscore would not be as significant as the Zscore that would be produced if only the
structured portion of the gene were used. Including the full length for the evaluation is
likely to mask any shorter regions of structure.
Because ncRNA vary in length, the window size needed to detect them will
probably need to vary as well. Window lengths appropriate for short ncRNA are likely
to be inappropriate for long ncRNA. For this reason, a range of window sizes was to
evaluate each test sequence. These scores are calculated while scanning along the test
sequence. It is necessary to define specific terms that will be used throughout the
remainder of the text for the Zscore calculations (Figure 8). “Window size” refers to the
length of sequence used to calculate a Zscore. “Step size” refers to the distance that the
window slides from one Zscore calculation to the next (window size remains fixed).
“Window delta” refers to the change in the window length from one round of Zscore
calculations to the next.
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Figure 8: Definitions. (a) Window size is the length of the sequence being evaluated.
Step size is the distance between consecutive windows. (b) Window delta is the increase
in window size each time the test sequence is scanned.
I began by evaluating window sizes ranging from 20 to 200nt. The lower limit of
20 was selected because it seemed to represent a lower bound for the minimum number
of nucleotides needed to form a substantial structure. The upper limit of 200nt was
selected arbitrarily to keep computation time within reasonable limits. If the test was
successful using a window size of 200, it would not be necessary to process longer
window lengths at additional computational expense.
Another key parameter is step size. Using too large a step size may result in
many ncRNA being missed because only a portion of the structure might be included in
any given evaluation window. Selecting a window size too small will significantly
increase the computational overhead of the analysis. I chose to use a step size of 5nt to
evaluate the test sets. This seemed a reasonable balance between capturing the structural
elements in the sequence and the computational requirements. This topic is examined in
greater detail in Section 3.3.4.
For each test sequence, I began with a window size of 20nt. This window size
was used in the calculation of Zscore. The window was then moved along the test
sequence by 5nt (the step size) and a new Zscore was calculated. The entire test
sequence was scanned in this manner until the end of the sequence was reached. The
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entire process was then repeated with the next window size, in this case 25nt. Each of
the window sizes was processed in this way up to a window size of 200nt.

3.3.3 Positive and negative control set evaluation
Zscore values calculated for the 20 randomly generated negative control
sequences are plotted in Figure 9. The figure shows only Zscore values less than -3.0 for
all window sizes. It is clear from this plot that large negative Zscores are often generated
when window sizes less than about 60nt are used. These large scores result from a
compressed distribution of minimum folding energy among the shuffled sequences. With
short window sizes, many shuffled sequences have a calculated minimum folding energy
close to zero. If the original, unshuffled sequence has a minimum folding energy even
slightly above zero, a large negative Zscore can result. One sequence produced a Zscore
of less than -3.5 for window sizes of 75nt or greater. Random sequence #9 produced
Zscore values less than -3.5 for many window sizes. These scores were generated from
the sequence between 60-280nt. This represents an overall false positive rate of
approximately 3.7%.
Zscore values calculated for the 6 intergenic sequences of the second negative
control set produced a pattern very similar to that of the randomly generated sequences
(Figure 10). For window sizes less than about 65nt, large negative Zscores were
observed. Window sizes longer than 75nt did not produce any Zscores less than -3.5
with the exception of the intergenic sequence between genes PTP1 and SSB1. The first
200nt of this sequence produced Zscores as low as -4.7 for various window sizes. This
represents either a false positive or it suggests the presence of a structural feature
(ncRNA or PTP1 5’ UTR structure). If it is a structural element in the PTP1 UTR, the
data suggests that the UTR is at least 230nt long. Assuming this is a false positive, the
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intergenic negative control set as a whole produced a false positive rate of
approximately 11% (200nt / (6*300nt)).

Figure 9: Zscore vs. window size for randomly generated negative control set. All
Zscores less than -3.0 for all window sizes and all randomly generated sequences
(except sequence #9) are plotted vs. their window length.

Figure 10: Zscores vs. window size for intergenic sequences. Zscores < -3.0 for all
sequences and all window sizes (except for the region between PTP1 and SSB1).
The final negative control set consisted of shuffled sequences of the positive
control set (Table 5). Of these, one shuffled sequence, NME1, produced Zscores less
than -3.5 for multiple window sizes. Four other genes, SNR19, LSR1, RUF5-1, and
TLC1, produced Zscore values of less than -3.5 for window sizes of 85 and 75nt. The
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total sequence length included in a region with a Zscore of -3.5 or less represented 8.1%
of the total sequence tested.
All of the sequences in the positive control set produced Zscores less than -3.5
for multiple window sizes with the exception of three genes. These genes were RNA170,
snR76 and SRG1. SNR76 is a C/D box snRNA and hence is unlikely to contain a
significant structural component. SRG1 is a ncRNA gene that has been shown repress the
expression of its neighboring gene SER3 (Martens, Laprade and Winston 2004).
Transcription of SRG1 interferes with the binding of SER3 activators in its promoter.
This mechanism suggests that SRG1 fulfills its role as a transcriptional repressor through
its transcription rather than through a significant structural component. The RNA170
gene was discovered through a genome-wide search of Polymerase III box A and B
consensus sequences (Olivas, Muhlrad and Parker 1997). Its function and mechanism of
action are unknown. It is possible that this ncRNA falls in the class of ncRNA that
function through sequence homology rather than a significant structural component as do
many other ncRNA. The three genes of the positive test set that did not produce a
Zscore < -3.5 (SNR76, SER3, RNA170) are unlikely to contain significant structural
elements and their failure to produce a significant Zscore tends to validate the method.
The approach does not identify ncRNA of this type.
The total sequence length encompassed by a Zscore less than -3.5 for the positive
control set represented 41% of the total sequence. If snR76, SER3 and RNA170 are
removed from the set, 46% of the positive control set produces a Zscore < -3.5 (Table 7).
It is important to note that the shorter window sizes of 75nt to 85nt were crucial for
identifying the shorter ncRNA such as SNR6. It is also interesting that all of the ncRNA
would have been identified using only window sizes 75-85nt. Window sizes longer than
this provided corroborating data but were essentially redundant. This suggests that the
number of window sizes used for ncRNA gene detection could be significantly reduced
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from the 75-200nt used here. However, I was reluctant to draw general conclusions from
this observation due to the limited sample size of known ncRNA.
Table 7: Percent of Positive and negative control set with Zscore ≤ -3.5.
Control Set

Randomly shuffled
Intergenic
Shuffled Positive
Controls
Overall (Negative
Controls)
Positive Controls

Total length
evaluated
(nt)
6000
1800
7361

Total sequence
with Zscore < -3.5
(nt)
220
200
599

%

3.7
11.0
8.1

15161

1019

6.7

7361

3019

41.0

Analysis of the positive and negative control sets provided the following
conclusions (1) evaluating window sizes less than ~60nt produces many false positives,
(2) A Zscore value of -3.5 is useful for discriminating ncRNA from non-functional
sequence, (3) the number of window sizes evaluated could probably be reduced
significantly without sacrificing sensitivity (4) A false positive rate between ~5-11% can
be expected using a Zscore value of -3.5. An exact false positive rate is difficult to
establish because there is some uncertainty about the test sets. It is possible that some
members of the negative control set contain structural elements (intergenic region
between PTP1 and SSB1) and some members of the positive control set don’t contain
structural elements (RNA170).

3.3.4 Embedding known ncRNA in background sequence
Evaluation of the positive and negative control sets showed that Zscore was
useful for discriminating structural ncRNA from non-functional background sequence.
However, this analysis was performed knowing the start and stop locations of the
ncRNA transcripts. To use the approach for de novo gene prediction it is necessary to
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identify the ncRNA within a background sequence. This requires scanning through a test
sequence in search for Zscore values indicative of structural ncRNA. This begs the
question of what step size is optimal.
To address this question, ten tRNA from the Rfam database (Griffiths-Jones et
al. 2005) were embedded in random locations within longer background sequences
(Table 8). The background sequences used were mRNA transcripts that had no
significant Zscore along their length. The tRNA ranged in length from 68nt to 91nt. Each
window size length from 60 to 95nt was evaluated (window delta = 1) to see how much
the window size could differ from the actual tRNA length and still be detected. A step
size of one was used to investigate the largest step size that would allow all ncRNA to
be detected.
Table 8: ncRNA embedded in longer sequence. The column labeled Zscore provides
the Zscore that is computed when the exact tRNA length is used.
Species

tRNA
K00228.1

Length
(nt)
82

Zscore
*
-4.3

S. cerevisiae
Chlamydomonas
moewusii
Drosophila
melanogaster

X51398.1

74

-4.2

AC002512.1

73

-4.1

Gallus gallus

X52392.1

68

-4.3

Xenopus laevis

M10217.1

69

-4.3

E. coli

AE005527.1

73

-4.2

Bacillus
halodurans
Gallus gallus

AB031211.1

85

-4.9

AF076356.1

69

-4.1

Salmonella
typhimurium
Emericella
nidulans

AE008848.1

91

-4.2

J01391.1

71

-4.2

mRNA

Species

21435982-22270
27477083-347676
33519476-refNM_177233.4481
34148266-1225

Ornithodoros
savignyi
Homo sapiens

42476290-663177_321
49175652-gbAY555511.1_409
51556226-refNM
51556232-refNM_00100396
6.1-366
51775937-dbjAB189435.1
52345400-131571_512

Embedded
location
170-246
164-237

Mus
musculus

77-149

Trigonella
foenumgraecum
Mus
musculus
Ictalurus
furcatus

174-240

Canis lupus
familiaris
Canis lupus
familiaris

165-250

Homo sapiens

91-163

241-309
244-316

117-185

Danio rerio
8-78

It is difficult to make simple statements about the best step size and window delta to
use because the two parameters are inversely related. If a large step size is to be used, it
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usually means that a smaller window delta must be applied and visa versa. Some tRNA
were easily detected using a large step size and a large window delta (Figure 11). In
most cases it was possible to detect the tRNA in the embed sequences using a step size
of 5 and a window delta of 5. However, in some cases the window size and window
delta needed to be smaller to be 100% certain of finding the transcript (Figure 12).
This data suggests that fairly small values for the step size and window delta
are needed if most of the ncRNA are to be detected within a test sequence. Based on this
result, I chose to use a step size of 5nt and a window delta of 5nt. This provided a high
probability of detecting most embedded ncRNA while keeping computational time
manageable.

Figure 11: Zscore vs. position. The tRNA (K00228.1), length 82nt, is embedded in
mRNA sequence (214359822, 22-270nt) at position 170-246 (represented as a black
box). The Zscore for the sliding window (step size = 1) is plotted vs. position. The
Zscore value is placed in the center of the window. Three different window lengths
(black – 60nt; blue – 82nt; red – 95nt) are plotted. The blue plot is a scan using the exact
tRNA length (82nt) as the window size. This tRNA was detected using window lengths
as short as 60nt and as long as 95nt.
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Figure 12: Zscore vs. position. The tRNA (AF076356.1), length 69nt, is embedded in
mRNA sequence (51556232, 1-366nt) at position 117-185 (represented as a black box).
The Zscore for the sliding window (step size = 1) is plotted vs. position. The Zscore
value is placed in the center of the window. Three different window lengths
(black – 60nt; blue – 69nt; red – 79nt) are plotted. The blue plot is a scan using the exact
tRNA length (69nt) as the window size. This tRNA was not detected using window
length of 60nt and narrowly detected using a window length of 79nt.

3.3.5 Another estimate of false positive and false negative rate
Having established that a Zscore value of -3.5 could discriminate the negative
and positive control sets, I wanted to obtain an estimate of the false positive and false
negative rate that could be expected using these parameters. I took each known ncRNA
(Table 4) along with 200nt upstream and downstream of the gene and used this as a test
sequence. I calculated Zscores for each test sequence using the strand containing the
ncRNA with window sizes from 75-200nt, step size 5nt, and window delta 5nt. The
results are summarized in Table 9. A result was considered a hit if the center of the
predicted window producing a Zscore ≤ -3.5 overlapped the gene.
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Table 9: Estimating false positive and false negative rates by embedding known
ncRNA. The sensitivity is defined as (true positive/(true positive + false negative)).
ncRNA type
tRNA
snoRNA-H/ACA
snoRNA-C/D
box
snRNA

Total
number
275
29
47

Hits

Sensitivity

44
21
11

No
Hits
231
8
36

5

5

0

100

16.0
72.4
23.9

The tRNA show a low detection rate of only 16%. This result is consistent with
previous investigators who have also reported poor detection rates of tRNA based on a
Zscore-type search criteria (Rivas and Eddy 2000; Clote et al. 2005; Freyhult, Gardner
and Moulton 2005). Clote et al 2005 suggested that this may, in part, be due to the
extensive post-transcriptional modifications that occur to tRNA that are not accounted
for in the MFE calculation.
The snoRNA H/ACA box were detected with a sensitivity of 72.4% and the
snRNA were detected with a sensitivity of 100%. This is consistent with the results of
other investigators who have examined these classes of genes in many species and found
that they have Zscores significantly less than random sequences (Clote et al. 2005;
Freyhult, Gardner and Moulton 2005). The snoRNA C/D box genes were detected at a
rate of 23.9%. Because structure is not thought to play a major role in the function of
most of snoRNA C/D box genes, this result is not surprising. However, the rate of
detection was considerably higher than the 6.7% observed in the three negative control
sets (Table 7). This may suggest that some snoRNA C/D box genes have structural
features.
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3.3.6 ncRNA prediction in Chr6 of Saccharomyces cerevisiae and S.
bayanus
I applied the approach for ncRNA gene prediction to the intergenic regions of S.
cerevisiae, chromosome 6. I chose to use window sizes from 75 to 200nt in length with a
step size of 5 and a window delta of 5. These parameters seemed to provide the best
chance of identifying bona fide ncRNA candidates while minimizing the number of false
positives.
The UTRs of most genes in the S. cerevisiae genome are unannotated. When the
term intergenic is used here it refers to the distance between open reading frames (ORFs)
of adjacent annotated genes. Genes classified as dubious in SGD were ignored (Hong et
al. 2008). Using this definition, the UTRs of the flanking genes are included in the
intergenic region. This meant that structural signals identified in the “intergenic” region
could be part of the UTR of one of the flanking genes. UTRs are known to contain
structural elements (Mignone et al. 2002). The data available on S. cerevisiae 5’ and 3’
UTRs suggests that most UTRs are short (3’ UTR median length 91nt, 5’ UTR median
length 68nt) (David et al. 2006; Miura et al. 2006). This suggested that most of the
structural signals I would identify would come from independent ncRNA rather than
UTRs. I only evaluated intergenic regions that were greater than 90nt in length because
shorter regions were likely to be almost entirely UTRs.
Forward and reverse DNA strands were evaluated independently since the GU
pairing observed in ncRNA means that the two strands have different folding potential.
In an attempt to reduce the rate of false positives produced by the screen, I performed
an identical analysis in syntenic regions of S. bayanus (MCYC623) and then selected
candidates for further study among those that were common to both species. There were
no constraints placed on the relative position of these candidates within the region, only
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that they appeared between the same two flanking genes in both species. The genome of
S. bayanus has been sequenced to a depth of 2.4X (Cliften et al. 2003). For a region to be
considered syntenic between the two species, it had to have the same flanking genes, in
the same orientation in both S. bayanus and S. cerevisiae. A total of 65 syntenic regions
satisfying these criteria were identified.
There were 23 intergenic regions in S. cerevisiae that produced Zscores ≤ -3.5 and
24 intergenic regions in S. bayanus that produced Zscores ≤ -3.5. Among these, there were
14 regions common to both S. cerevisiae and S. bayanus that resulted in a total of 16 high
priority candidates. In many cases, a Zscore below the cutoff criterion was generated
from evaluation of both the Watson and Crick strands. For this reason, I did not make
any assumptions about which strand the candidates were on when testing
experimentally. I tested for both possibilities.

3.3.7 Experimental verification
I investigated the validity of the ncRNA predictions first with northern blotting
and then with rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE). Since the environmental
conditions for gene expression were unknown, I performed a literature search to identify
conditions that generated high overall transcript expression (Chu et al. 1998; Gasch et
al. 2000). I selected 9 different conditions to evaluate: heat shock (25ºC to 37ºC),
diamide treatment, growth in minimal media, saturated growth in minimal media,
anaerobic growth, sporulation, schmooing, YPGlycerol (non-fermentable carbon source),
and YPD growth. The RNA was isolated and northern blotting was performed as
described previously (see Methods). I used a strand specific blotting procedure to ensure
that the signal I obtained was not the result of DNA contamination. The northern blot
confirmed expression of the transcripts between SEC4 and VTC2 (referred to as SEC4VTC2 on the Crick strand and YFL051C-ALR2 on the Watson strand (Figure 13). The
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Figure 13: Northern blot analysis. The results of probing the Watson strand are on the
left, the results of the Crick strand are on the right. Nine different environmental
conditions were tested as labeled across the top of each blot. (a) SEC4-VTC2 expression
was observed on the Crick strand under all conditions except schmooing with the
strongest expression under anaerobic conditions. (b) YFL051C-ALR2 expression was
observed under all conditions except schmooing, sporulation and YPG with strongest
expression in YPD.
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ACT1-YPT1 transcript showed strong expression on the Crick strand under all
conditions but proved through further analysis to be part of the ACT1 5’UTR (data not
shown).
I next tested the candidates using RACE with RNA collected either from
anaerobic growth or heat shock from 25°C to 37°C (see Methods). The cDNA was
created using a poly-T primer that required transcription by Pol-II. RACE captures the
transcript cap and polyadenylation site and thereby provides strong evidence that a
complete transcript is present and not fragmentary RNA noise. It was also applied to
the genes flanking the intergenic regions to measure their UTRs so they could be
distinguished from transcripts of the ncRNA candidates. RACE proved considerably
more sensitive than northern blotting. A summary of the RACE results is presented in
Table 10, Table 11, and Table 12. It was not possible to capture both ends of the
candidate genes in all cases.
In addition to this experimental data, several publicly available data sets were
considered to verify the predictions. Tiling array data (David et al. 2006; Samanta et al.
2006) has been used by several investigators to substantiate computational predictions.
However, this data is generally quite noisy and difficult to interpret with a high degree
of confidence. It also remains a point of debate whether all of the transcription
measured by microarray tiling experiments represents true functional transcripts or
whether some of it represents spurious transcription or experimental artifact (Babak,
Blencowe and Hughes 2005; Cheng et al. 2005; Huttenhofer, Schattner and Polacek
2005; Kapranov et al. 2005; Mattick and Makunin 2006; Mendes Soares and Valcarcel
2006; Costa 2007). The sequenced cDNA library data were more appropriate for
verifying the ncRNA prediction (Miura et al. 2006). The data included information on
transcript ends and as such was likely to derive from a functional transcript than from
transcriptional noise. A summary of all the experimental data is provided in Table 13.
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Table 10: 5’ UTRs mapped by RACE. A “W” means the gene is on the Watson strand
and a “C” means the gene is on the Crick strand. The cap for GYP8 was not obtained so
the UTR is shown as greater than 249nt long.

Gene
ACT1
ALR2
DUG1
GSY1
GYP8
HAC1
IES1
PES4
RIM15
RPL2A
RPO41
SMC1
STE2
S WP82
VTC2
YFL012W
YFL051C
YFR017C
YFR045W

Strand
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
W
W
C
W
W
W
W
W
W
C
C
W

Gene
end
5'
5'
5'
5'
5’
5'
5'
5'
5'
5'
5'
5'
5'
5’
5'
5'
5'
5'
5'

UTR
start
54815
36598
241447
176472
82159
no data
no data
199751
75111
221452
58565
no data
no data
no data
131673
110549
30610
182927
241955

ORF
start
54695
35848
241424
176383
81910
109924
199862
75177
221406
58781
131805
110641
30540
182849
241985

5’ UTR
length
120
750
23
89
≥ 249
n/a
111
66
46
≥ 216
132
92
70
78
30

Table 11: 3' UTRs mapped by RACE. A “W” means the gene is on the Watson strand
and a “C” means the gene is on the Crick strand.

Gene
ALR2
CDC4
ROG3
SEC4
TUB2
YFR016C
YFR018C
YFR032C
YPT1

Strand
C
W
W
W
W
C
C
C
C

Gene
end
3'
3'
3'
3'
3'
3'
3'
3'
3'

UTR
end
32992
118579
199188
131196
57931
176978
182955
221976
55256
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ORF
end
33272
118478
199022
130976
57708
177034
183119
222078
55365

3’ UTR
length
280
101
166
220
223
56
164
102
109

Table 12: Candidate transcripts. Each candidate was mapped using RACE. This data
was combined with cDNA data from Miura et al, 2006 to determine transcript ends.

Candidate

Strand

Start (5')

End (3')

Length

SEC4-VTC2

Crick

131056

131498

442

TUB2-RPO41 (1)

Crick

58520

57814

706

ROG3-PES4 (1&2)

Crick

199801

199287

>514

RPL2A-YFR032C

Wa tson

221702

221955

>253

YFL051C-ALR2

Wa tson

unclear

unclear

IES1-YFL012W
TUB2-RPO41 (2)
YFR017C-YFR018C
CDC4-SMC1
ALR2-S WP82
GYP8-STE2

Crick
Wa tson
Crick
Wa tson
Crick
Crick

109984

110374

ACT1-YPT1
DUG1-YFR045W
GSY1-YFR016C
RIM15-HAC1

Crick
unknown
unknown
unknown

241512
176450
74974

241808
176908
74659

>390

Comments
Complete transcript
(f lanking genes on Watson)
Complete transcript
(f lanking genes on Watson)
3’ end uncerta in (flanking
genes on Watson)
3’ end uncerta in (flanking
genes on Crick)
Complex, possibly 3
transcripts
Cap only. No data from 5’
UTR of IES1 so observed
cap could be IES1 5’ end.
3' end TUB2
3' end YFR018C
3' end CDC4
5' end ALR2
5' end GYP8
5’ end of long ACT1
transcripts
no transcript ends
no transcript ends
no transcript ends

There are several reasons I may not have been able to detect the transcription of
two of the candidates (DUG1-YFR045W, RIM15-HAC1). One obvious possibility is that
the prediction was in error (false positive). However, it is possible that the transcripts
are produced by polymerase I or III and so were not detected by the experimental
method that requires a polymerase II polyadenylation tail to be captured in the cDNA
library. It is also possible that I was not testing the right conditions to capture gene
expression or that gene expression is so low I failed to detect it. It has been shown that
transcript abundance in yeast varies over six orders of magnitude and that important
transcription factors are expressed at levels as low as one-thousandth transcript per cell
(Holland 2002). This could also be the case for the gene candidates. Finally, it is
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possible that post-transcriptional modification performed on the ncRNA interfere with
proper primer binding or transcript elongation. Such modifications have been shown to
interfere with proper binding of transcripts to microarrays (Hiley et al. 2005).

Table 13: Summary of experimental data for the 16 ncRNA candidates evaluated.
These candidate regions produced Zscores ≤ -3.5 in both S. cerevisiae and S. bayanus.
RACE data was evaluated from RNA collected under two different conditions
(anaerobic growth, heat shock from 25°C to 37°C). The cDNA data is taken from Miura
et al, 2006. The northern contained total RNA from 9 different conditions as described
in Methods. A “-“ in the northern column identifies candidates that were not probed
using northern blot.
Flanking Genes

cDNA

SEC4-VTC2
TUB2-RPO41
(candidate1)
ROG3-PES4
(candidate 1 & 2)
RPL2A-YFR032C
YFL051C-ALR2
IES1-YFL012W
TUB2-RPO41
(candidate 2)
YFR017C-YFR018C
CDC4-SMC1
ALR2-SWP82
GYP8-STE2
ACT1-YPT1
DUG1-YFR045W
RIM15-HAC1
GSY1-YFR016C

Yes
Yes

Northern
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
-

Yes
-

Yes

RACE

Strand

Comments

Yes
Yes

Crick
Crick

Strong Support
Strong Support

Yes

Crick

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Watson
Watson
Crick
Watson

Strong Support (same
transcript)
Strong Support
Complex (3 transcripts?)
Good Support
3’ UTR TUB2 (223nt)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Crick
Watson
Crick
Crick
Crick
unknown
unknown
unknown

3’ UTR YFR018C (164nt)
3’ UTR CDC4 (101nt)
5’ UTR ALR2 (750nt)
5’ UTR GYP8 (≥ 249nt)
5’ UTR ACT1 (120nt)
Insufficient support
Insufficient support
Insufficient support

Yes
-

3.3.8 SEC4-VTC2 candidate in S. bayanus and Ashbya gossypii
To further validate the SEC4-VTC2 ncRNA candidate, RACE was performed in
syntenic regions of S. bayanus and the distantly related species Ashbya gossypii. This
species diverged from S. cerevisiae prior to the S. cerevisiae whole genome duplication.
However, A. gossypii contains many syntenic regions with S. cerevisiae and, in the case of
the SEC4-VTC2 gene candidate, gene order and orientation are preserved. RACE
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products were obtained from both S. bayanus and A. gossypii (Figure 14). The ncRNA
candidate SEC4-VTC2 is present in all three species (S. cerevisiae, S. bayanus, A.
gossypii). This provides strong evidence that this is likely to be a bona fide ncRNA gene.

Figure 14: RACE results for SEC4-VTC2 in S. cerevisiae, S. bayanus, and Ashbya
gossypii. The Watson strand is shown in red while the Crick strand is shown in blue.
The colored rectangles represent the ORF for SEC4 and VTC2. The dashed line
extending from the ORF represents the measured UTR. Short vertical bars represent the
measured ends of the transcript. The 3’ end of SEC4, the 5’ end of VTC2 and both ends
(5’ & 3’) of SEC4-VTC2 have been mapped in S. cerevisiae. The 3’ end of SEC4-VTC2 has
been mapped in Ashbya.

3.4 Discussion
I performed a computational screen for structural ncRNA in S. cerevisiae using an
approach originally proposed by Maizel from the late 1980s. This method theorizes that
ncRNAs have more stable structures (lower minimum folding energy) than random
sequences with the same mono- and di-nucleotide distribution. I applied this approach
to the intergenic regions of S. cerevisiae chromosome 6 and to syntenic regions of S.
bayanus. This led to the identification of sixteen ncRNA gene candidates common to
both genomes. Northern blot analysis, RACE, and cDNA library sequence data were
used to determine if these gene candidates were likely to be ncRNA transcripts. Five of
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the candidates appear to be part of four ncRNA transcripts that are well supported by
experimental data. These transcripts were evaluated for the possibility that they might
encode a protein but comparison with closely related species shows that this is unlikely.
The only conserved open reading frame among the sensu stricto species is 8 amino acids
long and appears in the SEC4-VTC2 candidate. However, the pattern of mutations
among the sensu stricto species and other evidence suggests that it is not a functional
protein (see Methods).
Two other predicted candidates are also supported by experimental data but the
data is not entirely conclusive. Six candidates appear to be structural elements in 5’ and
3’ untranslated regions (UTRs) of annotated protein-coding genes. These structures are
interesting because they may play a functional role in the UTRs of these genes. There
was insufficient data to support the transcription of the three remaining candidates
(Table 13). One of the candidates, SEC4-VTC2, was confirmed by RACE to be a
transcript in S. bayanus and Ashbya gossypii (Figure 14).
The primary difference between the method I used to search for ncRNA and
those of previous investigators is the use of a range of window sizes (instead of one)
and the demonstrated need for small step sizes when scanning the genome. The tests I
performed with known ncRNA embedded in background sequences show that small
step sizes (on the order of 10 or less) are necessary to ensure that embedded ncRNA are
identified. The tolerance between window size and the ncRNA transcript length are
fairly tight. I also found that known ncRNA could not all be detected using a single
window size. This makes intuitive sense since ncRNA vary in length and presumably the
portion of the gene that folds into a structure varies in length as well. The testing also
showed a need to include comparative genomics in the analysis due to the false positive
rate. The false positive rate lies somewhere between about 3.7% (randomly generated
sequences) and 23.9% (C/D box snoRNA) (Table 7 & Table 9).
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The need for multiple window lengths and small step sizes in the screening
algorithm requires greater computational processing time. However, with the rapid
increase in computer performance and the availability of computer clusters these
computations are not unreasonable. The increased computational time will be rewarded
by increased sensitivity.
In this investigation, I have not attempted to optimize the algorithm for speed or
efficiency. I did the folding calculation for each window length and generated the
associated shuffled sequences for each window from scratch. Significant improvement in
efficiency could be realized if dynamic program were introduced to retain information
within sub-windows of overlapping larger windows. Additionally, representative Zscore
values could be pre-computed for different window lengths and nucleotide compositions
instead of computing them separately for each window. This approach has been
explored by other investigators and appears to produce acceptable results (Rivas and
Eddy 2000; Clote et al. 2005; Washietl, Hofacker and Stadler 2005). My data suggest
that many of the longer window sizes could be removed from the analysis without
sacrificing sensitivity. This possibility should be explored further because it would also
result in considerable computation savings. Reduced computation time might also be
achieved if an initial scan of the test sequence was performed with a fairly large step
size. The resulting Zscores could then be evaluated for trends suggesting the presence of
a local minimum. For example, in Figure 11 there is a clear dip in Zscore values
surrounding to the local minimum where the tRNA is located. If a dip in the Zscore
values suggestive of a downward trend were observed, that region could be scrutinized
with smaller step sizes to determine if a significant local minimum value is present.
Finally, I think that it is probably only necessary to evaluate window sizes from X to Y
in length without sacrificing sensitivity.
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I think there are also opportunities for improving the sensitivity of the screen. I
chose to use a fixed Zscore cut-off value of -3.5 to discriminate candidate ncRNA from
noise for all window lengths. However, the number of significant negative Zscores
dropped as a function of window length in the negative control sets. The likelihood of
producing aberrant Zscores by random chance drops with increasing window length.
Establishing a Zscore cut-off value as a function of window length would probably
improve sensitivity of the screen for longer window sizes.
Now that a set of ncRNA gene candidates has been identified, it would be
fruitful to perform more extensive biochemical and genetic testing to explore their
function. Genetic experiments such as gene knockouts and gene over-expression may
provide clues about the function of these genes. It would also be interesting to investigate
whether any of the new candidate genes interact with or affect the expression of their
neighboring genes.
This work demonstrates that thermodynamic methods are effective for
identifying ncRNA genes. Although some ncRNA genes are undoubtedly overlooked in
this screen, some new genes have been identified. As ncRNA examples are accumulated
in this way, it may become possible to identify shared features that will further improve
their detection, analogous to the current capabilities to predict H/ACA and C/D box
snoRNA. It might also become possible to couple thermodynamic predictions with
primary sequence features to enhance ncRNA prediction accuracy. One promising
example of such sequence features is the growing body of information about
transcription factor binding sites (Monteiro et al. 2008). Including this information in
ncRNA prediction is attractive because it ties the prediction process to underlying
biological processes employed by the cell to transcribe genes. Coupling this information
with the secondary cues currently used for ncRNA prediction, like thermodynamic
stability, holds promise as a powerful tool for future ncRNA gene prediction.
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4 Cryptococcus neoformans DNA exchange
The work constituting this chapter has been published previously (Kavanaugh,
Fraser and Dietrich 2006). It employs the powerful tools of comparative genomics, as in
the previous chapter, but uses these tools to ask a different question. It examines a
specific case in the pathogenic fungus C. neoformans and identifies a process of DNA
exchange between closely related fungal species.

4.1 Introduction
The availability of relatively simple eukaryotic genomes, represented by the fungi,
provides a unique opportunity to employ comparative strategies to characterize the
relative contribution of divergence and introgression during the course of speciation. This
chapter will examine two varieties of the fungal species Cryptococcus neoformans to
evaluate these processes in organisms on the cusp of speciation.
C. neoformans is a haploid basidiomycete yeast that is the fourth most common
life-threatening opportunistic pathogen of immunocompromised patients (Kwon-Chung
and Bennett 1992; Hull and Heitman 2002). Its primary means of reproduction is
asexual growth, though examination of markers in wild isolates has demonstrated that
outcrossing within varieties does occur in the environment (Kwon-Chung 1976; Chen et
al. 1995; Brandt et al. 1996; Boekhout and van Belkum 1997; Litvintseva et al. 2003; Xu
and Mitchell 2003; Litvintseva et al. 2006).
Two varieties are known and have strong phylogenetic support as distinct
clades: C. neoformans var. grubii (serotype A), and C. neoformans var. neoformans
(serotype D) (Franzot et al. 1998; Xu, Vilgalys and Mitchell 2000; Sugita, Ikeda and
Shinoda 2001). Both varieties are frequently found in association with pigeon droppings
worldwide and have also been isolated from trees, soils and other sources (Casadevall
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and Perfect 1998; Hull and Heitman 2002; Idnurm et al. 2005). More than 95% of C.
neoformans clinical infections in the United States are caused by var. grubii although in
some regions var. neoformans infections comprise a significant fraction of the observed
cases (Casadevall and Perfect 1998). Up to 12% of infections in New York City may be
caused by var. neoformans (Steenbergen and Casadevall 2000). In Europe, clinical var.
neoformans strains are more common than in the Americas and may be responsible for up
to 30% of infections (Dromer et al. 1996).
C. neoformans varieties neoformans and grubii are estimated to have diverged
approximately 18 million years ago (Xu, Vilgalys and Mitchell 2000). Despite the
phylogenetic analysis indicating distinct clades, var. neoformans and var. grubii have
been described as varieties and not separate species based on their ability to fuse and
form viable diploids in the laboratory and in nature. These hybrids arose within the past
several million years via an incomplete sexual cycle, producing strains that remain
trapped in the diploid state due to genomic differences that prevent the completion of
meiosis (Lengeler, Cox and Heitman 2001; Xu et al. 2002; Xu and Mitchell 2003).
Molecular analysis of these strains reveals that they are usually aneuploid or diploid,
indicating that these strains can undergo parasexual reduction to approach the haploid
state (Brandt, Bragg and Pinner 1993; Tanaka, Nishimura and Miyaji 1999; Xu, Vilgalys
and Mitchell 2000). This model has been supported through the creation of artificial
hybrids in the laboratory via intervarietal crosses, producing progeny that germinate
poorly and are aneuploid or diploid (Lengeler, Cox and Heitman 2001). Interestingly,
recent studies have indicated that alleged var. neoformans infections might actually be
caused by AD hybrid strains (Boekhout et al. 2001).
The formation of hybrids between closely related sympatric species is not limited
to opportunistic fungal pathogens, but has been reported in several fungal lineages
(Olson and Stenlid 2001; Moon et al. 2004). Hybridization occurs via mating of closely
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related Candida species and has been proposed as an explanation for the role of genes
normally associated with mating being present in asexual species like Candida albicans
(Pujol et al. 2004). Interspecies mating can also occur within and between the sensu
stricto and sensu lato groups of Saccharomyces species (Marinoni et al. 1999; de Barros
Lopes et al. 2002). It has recently been found that some strains of Saccharomyces
paradoxus contain a ~23 kb region of near identity with Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Liti,
Barton and Louis 2006). This region provides evidence of genetic exchange between two
sensu stricto species, despite their genomes sharing only ~85% sequence identity. Another
example of potential DNA exchange is in the clinically isolated S. cerevisiae strain
YJM789. This strain shares ~99% sequence identity with S. cerevisiae strains S288C and
RM11-1A but contains a ~15 kb region including YAR062W, YAR064W and YAR066W
that is more diverged, with only ~96% identity, suggesting that the clinical isolate has
acquired this region from a more distantly related uncharacterized variety or species
(Tawfik et al. 1989; Goffeau et al. 1996; Gu et al. 2005). Additionally, there is evidence
that the S. cerevisiae genome has been the recipient of a number of genes horizontally
transferred from bacteria (Gojkovic et al. 2004; Hall, Brachat and Dietrich 2005).
This chapter will describe a genome-wide comparison of two diverged strains of
Cryptococcus neoformans, revealing a ~40 kb region containing 14 genes in var. neoformans
most likely acquired by direct DNA transfer from var. grubii in a recent non-reciprocal
event. This region is distinctive from the rest of the var. neoformans genome because of its
near identity to the var. grubii sequence and because of its non-syntenic genomic
location. Following acquisition of this region, var. neoformans appears to have lost its
original copy of the region in favor of the sequence obtained from var. grubii. This
acquired genomic fragment is nearing fixation in the population. This observation
suggests that non-reciprocal transfer of a multigenic expanse of DNA between strains
that are generally genetically isolated may be representative of a general mechanism for
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DNA exchange among closely related species, potentially providing a selective
advantage for the recipient lineage.

4.2 Materials and methods
4.2.1 Strains
The C. neoformans strains used in this study are listed in Table 14. All strains
were obtained from the Heitman, Mitchell or Schell laboratories at Duke University
Medical Center. The reference strains used in this study were var. grubii strains KNA-14
(MATa) and H99 (MATα) (Toffaletti et al. 1993; Nielsen et al. 2003) and the congenic
pair of var. neoformans strains JEC20 (MATa) and JEC21 (MATα) (Kwon-Chung and
Bennett 1992; Heitman et al. 1999). Variety and mating-type for selected isolates was
verified via PCR analysis using primers that amplified the genes STE20 (a/α), PAK1,
CNA1 and GPA1 as described previously (Lengeler, Cox and Heitman 2001). Based on
this analysis, strain DUMC127.92 was reclassified as a var. grubii strain. The molecular
VN groups for strains 20020.041, S25C and UG1712 were determined using PCR
fingerprinting as described previously (Meyer et al. 1999).

4.2.2 Sequencing
Selected portions of six genes were amplified by PCR and sequenced from each
of the C. neoformans strains. Information about each gene and the primers used are given
in Table 22. The criteria for selecting these genes were that they appear only in single
copy in the genome (no paralogs present) and that they be distributed across the genome
(for the genes outside of the unique genomic feature identified in this study). For the
three genes in this class, one was selected from the left arm of chromosome 5, one from
the central region of chromosome 1 and one from the left arm of a chromosome 3. PCR
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products were purified using the MontageTM PCRµ96 kit (Millipore) and sequenced using
standard BigDye chemistry, version 1.1 according to standard protocol (Applied
Biosystems).
Table 14: Cryptococcus neoformans strains. Portions of selected genes were either
sequenced or probed by southern analysis and the presence or absence are indicated by
a “+” (meaning the gene is present) or a “–“ (meaning the gene is not present). nd = no
data (gene was not sequenced or probed by Southern). a Data on presence or absence of
gene is based on PCR analysis. b Sequence data used for pairwise comparisons with
results summarized in Table 17.

MMRL760 b
92-27 b
92-18 b
11 b
NIH430
J9 b
B3179 b
CAP67-2 b
Y286-90 b
Y290-90 b
Y494-91 b
JEC20
JEC21 b
NIH12
NIH433
B3501 b
B3501A
DUMC127.92 b
UG1712
20020.041
20021.064 b
S25C
98 b
55 b
46F.5.02 b
78.5.98 b
125.91 b
KNA-14 b

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

a
a
a
a
a
α
α
α
α
α
α
a
α
α
a
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
a
a

Italy
USA
USA
Spain
Denmark
USA,NY
USA,MD
Unknown
Canada
Canada
USA,GA
Laboratory
Laboratory
USA
Denmark
Laboratory
Laboratory
USA, NC
Uganda
Uganda
Uganda
Asia
India
India
Tanzania
Tanzania
Tanzania
Laboratory

+
+
+
+
nd
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
nd
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
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+
+
+
+
nd
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
nd
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
nd
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
nd
+
nd
+
+
nd
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

CNA05940

CNE00210

Non-Identity
Island
CNC02410

Identity Island
CNE05350

Origin

CNE05340

Serotype MAT

CNE05310

Strain

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
nd
+
nd
+
+
nd
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

H99 b
WM148 a
bt100 a
A4 34-6 a
bt27 a
bt46 a
bt63 a
A7 a
C12 a

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

α
α
α
α
α
α
a
α
α

USA
Australia
Botswana
USA, NC
Botswana
Botswana
Botswana
USA, NC
USA, NC

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd

+
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd

+
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd

4.2.3 Southern blot analysis
Southern blot analysis used C. neoformans genomic DNA prepared as described
previously (Pitkin, Panaccione and Walton 1996). DNA was digested with enzymes and
electrophoresed on a 1% agarose gel overnight. The DNA was transferred to a nylon
membrane and probed. Probes were produced by PCR from JEC21 or H99 genomic
templates using primers given in Table 22, purified using the QIAquick Gel Extraction
Kit (QIAGEN), and radioactively labeled using the Rediprime II kit (Amersham
Biosciences). The probes were detected by exposing the blot to BioMax XAR film
(Kodak) at -80°C.

4.2.4 Data analysis
The MUMmer program was used to perform genome-wide alignments to identify
regions of high identity between the JEC21 (var. neoformans) and H99 (var. grubii)
genomes (Kurtz et al. 2004). All regions longer than 1,000bp with nucleotide identity
>94% were examined in detail to determine if they represented potential regions of
introgression. Those regions that could be explained as a long coding sequences,
repetitive elements or containing high gene density were eliminated as candidates. Two
regions could not be explained in this way (Table 15). Additional analyses performed in
this study used the BLAST, FASTA3 and ClustalX programs (Altschul et al. 1990;
Thompson et al. 1997; Pearson 2000; Rice, Longden and Bleasby 2000a).
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Table 15: Identify Island candidates. Highly similar regions between JEC21 and H99
identified in search for Identity Islands. a Position given as Chromosome:start-end. b
Percent nucleotide identity of alignment. c Length of alignment in JEC21.
H99 a
10:1884-5303
10:7083-11784

JEC21 a
13:778960-782379
13:783181-787951

10:1024431-1025910 9:6267-4787
11:1390675-1391812 10:870535-869398
11:1551512-1552612 5:1501783-1502906
12:4923-5998
13:12271-15223
13:508511-509627
14:6306-11669

5:1502967-1501883
14:57405-54443
14:497808-498928
8:1194220-1188886

14:108209-109260
1:8768-9880

8:1090649-1089598
5:1502906-1501785

2:842458-843849
2:842458-843849
2:272495-279244
2:272495-279244
2:842458-843849
2:842458-843849
2:842458-843849
2:842458-843849
4:226240-229091
5:7183-20797
5:20943-23612
5:23624-27776
5:27773-41829
5:27773-41829
6:5810-7604
7:1255249-1262125

10:872214-870824
14:596806-598196
2:275745-282492
2:283827-290574
2:873602-872212
5:787453-786063
6:931668-930278
9:377950-376561
12:668144-665298
5:1498480-1484876
5:1484874-1482202
5:1482226-1478075
5:1766-15846
5:1475589-1461509
9:4768-6555
6:151303-144476

7:10649-12416
9:1171042-1172142

9:339-2106
5:1501783-1502906

% b Length c
Explanation
96.21
3420 CNM02570,
94.78
4771 CNM02580,
CNM02590,
CNM02600, possible
ancient DNA
exchange
94.41
1481 CNI00020
94.29
1138 Tcn11
94.94
1124 CNE05370 &
microsatellite repeats
96.41
1085 CNE05370 & repeat
94.82
2963 CNN00150
95.01
1121 CNN01720
95.70
5335 CNH00020,T1_(20F1)
,
CNH00010
95.06
1052 CNH00360
96.10
1122 CNE05370 &
microsatellite repeats
95.04
1391 Tcn1
94.76
1391 Tcn1
98.64
6748 rDNA repeats
98.64
6748 rDNA repeats
94.90
1391 Tcn1
94.32
1391 Tcn1
94.76
1391 Tcn1
94.18
1390 Tcn1
94.33
2847 CNL06030
98.53 13605 Identity Island
98.77
2673 Identity Island
97.53
4152 Identity Island
98.51 14081 Identity Island
98.51 14081 Identity Island
94.05
1788 CNI00020
94.08
6828 CNF00390 &
CNF00400
94.35
1768 CNI00010
95.03
1124 CNE05370 &
microsatellite repeats
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4.2.5 Genomic sequence data
The genomic sequence data for var. neoformans strains JEC21 and B3501A was
obtained from GenBank under accession numbers AE017341-AE017353 and AE017356
(JEC21) and AAEY00000000 (B-3501A) (Loftus et al. 2005). C. neoformans var. grubii
strain H99 sequence data (October 2004 build) and annotation was obtained from the
Duke University Center for Applied Genomics & Technology
(http://fungal.genome.duke.edu). C. gattii strain R265 sequence was obtained from the
Broad Institute Cryptococcus neoformans Serotype B Sequencing Project
(http://www.broad.mit.edu). The 8/18/04 assembly represents 6X sequence coverage
of the genome that is assembled into 701 contigs in 28 super contigs (scaffolds). C. gattii
strain WM276 (Arachne v. 2.0.1 Build 3.01 2004-03-01) sequence data was produced at
Canada's Michael Smith Genome Sciences Centre (www.bcgsc.ca) and consists of 1287
contigs. The Saccharomyces cerevisiae strain RM11-1a sequence was obtained from the
Broad Institute (http://www.broad.mit.edu). The RM11-1a Sequencing Project
9/10/2004 release 1 provides 10X sequence coverage of the genome that is assembled
into 115 contigs in 17 supercontigs (scaffolds).

4.2.6 Nucleotide sequence accession numbers
All sequence data generated in this study have been deposited in GenBank with
accession numbers given in Table 23.

4.2.7 Phylogenetic analysis
The ClustalX program was used to perform multiple alignments of nucleotide
sequences (Thompson et al. 1997). Alignments were examined manually and all columns
with questionable homology or gaps were removed. PAUP* was used to build neighbor87

joining trees using an uncorrected (p) model to determine the distance matrices
(Swofford). Bootstrap support values were generated using 2000 replicates. Trees were
rooted with genes from C. gattii strain WM276 as the outgroup. Equivalent topologies
were recovered using other tree building methods (data not shown).

4.3 Results
4.3.1 The genomes of C. neoformans var. neoformans and grubii are
highly co-linear with ~85-90% nucleotide sequence identity
The genomes of two divergent C. neoformans strains have recently been
completed, C. neoformans var. neoformans strains, JEC21 and C. neoformans var. grubii
strain H99. Comparison of the ~20Mb genomic sequences of JEC21 and H99 reveals that
the two genomes are generally co-linear and share ~85-90% sequence identity at the
nucleotide level (Figure 15).
Figure 15a shows a dot plot of C. neoformans var. neoformans vs. var. grubii for
chromosome 2 generated using the MUMmer program. The contiguous line in the figure
demonstrates that the two varieties are highly co-linear across the length of the
chromosome. The discontinuity of the line between nucleotides 800,000-1,000,000
represents the location of the putative centromere. Figure 15b is a MUMmer Plot of the
nucleotide percent identity in the alignment of the chromosomes. The position along the
aligned chromosomes is plotted along the X-axis and the percent nucleotide identity
between the alignment is plotted on the Y-axis. This example from chromosome 2 is
representative of the entire genome with an average percent identity in the range of 8590%. Due to the scale, local variation that exists across coding and non-coding regions is
not reflected in the representation. The ribosomal DNA repeats present on this
chromosome are represented by only a single repeat and the putative centromere is
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indicated with a dashed box. Each chromosome displays a region of discontinuity of 40100kb that is believed to represent the putative centromere, a highly rearranged,
repetitive region of transposon fragments.
While the genomes are largely co-linear, there are several apparent inversions and
translocations between the current genomic assemblies that may provide a barrier to
genetic reassortment between the varieties. Due to these alterations in size, homologous
chromosomes have, in some cases, been assigned different chromosome numbers
between the H99 and JEC21 assemblies (Figure 16).

4.3.2 The Identity Island: A large region of high identity between var.
neoformans and grubii
Extensive comparison of the genomes of strains H99 (var. grubii) and JEC21 (var.
neoformans) uncovered two regions of unexpectedly high sequence identity. The first is
~8kb in length and encompasses 4 consecutive genes (CNM02570, CN02580,
CNM02590, CNM02600). It is in a subtelomeric position in both strains and, in contrast
to most of the genome, is non-syntenic (JEC21, chromosome 13 vs. H99, chromosome
10). It is ~95% identical at the nucleotide level, across intronic and intergenic regions,
that is ~5% above the genome average (Table 15).
A second and even more distinctive region involves a subtelomeric site
approximately 40kb long where the two genomes are nearly identical by sharing a
nucleotide identity of 98.5% (~10% higher than the genome average). The current
annotation of strain JEC21 predicts 14 protein-coding genes inside this high identity
region (Figure 17). The JEC21 and H99 chromosomes are shown with the Identity Island
expanded to highlight annotated genes. Gene names from JEC21 have been used to
identify the homologous H99 genes. There is a break in homology between JEC21 and
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H99 of ~2.5kb in the center of the Identity Island encompassing the region annotated as
JEC21 CNE05280.
All but two of the genes in the Identity Island have support of transcriptional
analysis and/or are conserved in other fungal species. Most of the genes within the
region are of unknown function with the exception of CNE05250, which appears to be a
homolog of enolase, the final enzyme in glycolysis and one of the most abundant
proteins in the cell (Entian et al. 1987). Four of the remaining genes have orthologs in S.
cerevisiae, none of which are essential in this organism (Winzeler et al. 1999; Christie et
al. 2004) (
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Table 16). All other aligned regions between JEC21 and H99 greater than 1 kb in length
with nucleotide identity >94% appeared to have this high nucleotide identity because
they contained large coding regions, ribosomal DNA, repetitive elements or regions of
high gene density (Table 15).

Figure 15: Comparison of a representative chromosome in C. neoformans var.
neoformans (JEC21) and var. grubii (H99). (a) Dot plot of C. neoformans var. neoformans
vs. var. grubii for chromosome 2 generated using MUMmer. (b) MUMmer plot of the
nucleotide percent identity in the alignment of C. neoformans var. neoformans vs. var.
grubii. The position along the aligned chromosomes is plotted along the X-axis and the
percent nucleotide identity between the alignment is plotted on the Y-axis. The putative
centromere is indicated with a dashed box.
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Figure 16: Genome-wide comparison of JEC21 and H99. The JEC21 chromosomes are
given in order along the left side of the page. The homologous chromosome from H99 is
given along the right side of the page. The tails of the arrows indicate the first nucleotide
position in the sequence. Chromosomes where the JEC21 chromosome and its homolog in
H99 are essentially identical are shown in black. Chromosomes where significant
rearrangements have occurred between the genomes are shown in color so their relative
positions in the two genomes will be apparent. A horizontal line has been included
where necessary to designate the beginning and end of arrows placed tail-to-tail. A
triangle is used to locate significant inversions between the genomes that would not
otherwise show up at the scale of the figure. The approximate size of the inversion is
given above the triangle. The two candidate regions for DNA transfer discussed here are
designated as II-1 (Identity Island -1) and II-2 (the more ancient of the two regions).
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Table 16: Identity Island map. The genes in the Identity Island and their location on the
chromosome are given based on JEC21 annotation. CSRE1 = Cryptococcus specific
repetitive element. Cnl1 = class 1 non-LTR retrotransposon (Refer to Section 4.3.5 for
further details on CSRE1 and Cnl1).
Feature

CNE00010
CNE00020
CNE00040
CNE00050
CNE00060
CNE00070
CNE00080

Location
9-24
1-871
1766
1785-3474

Cnl1
Cnl1
Cnl1
CNE00110
CNE00120

4245-6105
6398-9319
9579-10168
10241-11704
11882-14648
15846
15373-15965
15969-16321
16321-18392
18342-21324
22402-24692

Cnl1
Cnl1

1456265-1457650
1457653-1461028

Cnl1

1461036-1461387

Cnl1

1461391-1461983

CNE05210
CNE05220
CNE05230
CNE05240
CNE05250
CNE05260

1461980
1462696-1465480
1465672-1467114
1467197-1467798
1468035-1470972
1471275-1473404
1473881-1475570

CNE05280

1476484-1478234

CNE05290
CNE05300
CNE05310
CNE05320
CNE05330
CNE05340

1479586-1481158
1481240-1484473
1486184-1488744
1489077-1491196
1492923-1493840
1494570-1496530

Comments
JEC21, left end chromosome 5
Telomere repeats (AGGGGGTTAGGGGGTT)
Partial duplication of CNE05280
Identity Island begins
Duplicate of CNE05260
There is no CNE00030 in annotation
Duplicate of CNE05250 (ENO1 a )
Duplicate of CNE05240
Duplicate of CNE05230
Duplicate of CNE05220
Duplicate of CNE05210
Identity Island ends
Annotated as CNE0090

JEC21, right end chromosome 5
Annotated gene CNE05190 contains this
element
Annotated gene CNE05200 contains this
element
Annotated gene CNE05200 contains this
element
Identity Island begin
Duplicate of CNE00080
Duplicate of CNE00070
Duplicate of CNE00060
Duplicate of CNE00050
Duplicate of CNE00040 (ENO1 a )
Duplicate of CNE00020
CNE05270 is pseudo-gene and was removed
Partly duplicated in CNE00010
(This region not in H99)
YKL215C a
YKL215C a
DAL5 a & YLR004C a
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CNE05350
CNE05360
CSRE1
Cnl1

1496996-1498418
1498480
1499372-1501127
1501706-1503003
1503507-1505732
1507476-1507547
1507550

JLP1 a
Identity Island ends
Annotated as CNE05370
Annotated as CNE05380
Telomere repeats (AGGGGGTTAGGGGGTT)
Chromosome 5 end
H99, right end chromosome 5

CSRE1
CSRE1
Cnl1
CNE05350
CNE05340
CNE05330
CNE05320
CNE05310
CNE05300
CNE05290
CNE05260
CNE05250
CNE05240
CNE05230
CNE05220
CNE05210
Cnl1
CND06410

1-181
2386-3454
6708-7094
7183
7285-8614
9145-10906
11829-12746
14554-16504
16982-19485
21439-24277
24811-25964
27696-29485
30264-32039
32966-35070
35557-36158
36347-37684
37955-40559
41354
41355-41934
43409-44652

Identity Island begin
JLP1 a
DAL5 a & YLR004C a
YKL215C a
YKL215C a

(ENO1 a )

Identity Island end

The nearly 10-fold polymorphism reduction between var. neoformans and grubii
within the Identity Island is surprising given that the region consists of ~49% non-coding
DNA. The average percent identity within introns is 98.6% and within intergenic regions
is 97.4%. These genomic regions are not normally subject to strong purifying selection
indicating that strong selective pressure is not responsible for the close similarity
between var. neoformans and grubii DNA sequence in this region. In addition to being
unusual for its high degree of nucleotide identity, the 40kb Identity Island is also unusual
for its non-syntenic location in the two genomes (Figure 17). Southern analysis was
performed to confirm that the Identity Island is in the position that is indicated by the
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genomic assembly in JEC21. Probes for genes CNE05180 (just outside the Identity
Island) and CNE05210 (just inside the Identity Island) demonstrated that these two
genes are adjacent (data not shown). The altered location, combined with the higher
percent identity, suggests that the region has been transferred from one variety to the
other since their divergence from a common ancestor.

Figure 17: Map of Identity Island. The Identity Island region ((b), dashed box) is nearly
identical (98.5% nucleotide identity) between C. neoformans var. neoformans (b) and var.
grubii (c) in stark contrast to the rest of the genome (~85-90% nucleotide identity). A
portion of the Identity Island is duplicated (a) at the left end of JEC21 chromosome 5
(shaded box).
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4.3.3 The Identity Island was created by non-reciprocal transfer of
DNA from var. grubii to var. neoformans
The high sequence identity and non-syntenic location of the Identity Island
suggest that it has been transferred from one C. neoformans lineage to the other via a nonreciprocal event. The direction of transfer was elucidated via comparison to the genome
of C. gattii, the closest known relative of C. neoformans. The two species are believed to
have diverged ~40 million years ago (Xu, Vilgalys and Mitchell 2000). Genome
sequencing efforts are currently focused on two divergent isolates of this organism,
providing an outgroup for our analysis.
Comparison with the C. gattii genomes revealed that across the Identity Island
boundary this outgroup is co-linear with H99, but is discontinuous with JEC21 (Figure
18). The data shown is from C. gattii WM276 but the same result is obtained when using
the sequence from strain R265 (contig 1.18). C. gattii and C. neoformans var. grubii
therefore share the genomic arrangement of the common ancestor of these Cryptococcus
species while C. neoformans var. neoformans strain JEC21 does not, indicating that the
Identity Island was transferred from C. neoformans var. grubii to C. neoformans var.
neoformans.
Comparison of C. gattii and C. neoformans var. grubii sequences from the Identity
Island region indicates that gene order is conserved and that there is no significant
difference in the nucleotide identity inside this genomic feature vs. outside (80-85%)
(Figure 18). This indicates that there is nothing inherently unusual about the Identity
Island that restricts its evolutionary rate of divergence, supporting the hypothesis that
the Identity Island is the product of a recent non-reciprocal event.
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Figure 18: Sequence co-linearity between C. gattii (WM276, contig 210), C.
neoformans var. neoformans (JEC21 and B3501A), and C. neoformans var. grubii
(H99) across the Identity Island boundary. (a) Comparison of C. gattii, C. neoformans
var. neoformans and C. neoformans var. grubii at the Identity Island boundary. C. gattii
and C. neoformans var. grubii alignments are contiguous across the boundary while the
alignment with C. neoformans var. neoformans shows a translocation event in this region.
(b) The similarity between C. gattii and C. neoformans var. grubii is ~80-85% nucleotide
identity across the Identity Island boundary.

4.3.4 The Identity Island is widespread in natural populations of C.
neoformans var. neoformans
To verify that the Identity Island is an authentic natural feature of the var.
neoformans genome and not an abnormality in the sequenced strain or an artifact of
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genome sequencing, eight var. grubii and twelve var. neoformans strains collected from
around the world were analyzed (Table 14). Three genes from inside the Identity Island
and three unlinked genes from outside were sequenced and compared from each strain.
When unlinked genes outside the Identity Island region are compared, it is clear
that all of the studied var. grubii strains are closely related (~1% pairwise
polymorphism), all of the var. neoformans strains studied are closely related (~1%
pairwise polymorphism), and that there is a consistent nucleotide divergence between
varieties grubii and neoformans (~10% pairwise polymorphism) (Table 17). These data
are in agreement with the observation that the two sequenced isolates share 85-90%
nucleotide identity across their genomes and confirms that the genome-wide nucleotide
identity observed between the sequenced var. neoformans and grubii strains of H99 and
JEC21 are generally representative of worldwide populations.
In contrast, there is a different pattern when comparing sequence data from genes
within the Identity Island. A comparison between var. grubii strains revealed the level of
divergence is equivalent to unlinked genes outside the Identity Island (~1% pairwise
polymorphism). However, the var. neoformans strains show a more complex population
structure when comparing genes inside the Identity Island. While most strains are very
similar to strain JEC21 (~1% pairwise polymorphism), two strains are not. Sequence for
strains NIH433 (an environmental isolate from Denmark) and NIH430 (a clinical isolate
from Denmark) could only be obtained for gene CNE05240. The data demonstrated that
the two strains differ from the other var. neoformans strains (and by extension the var.
grubii strains) by about the same amount as var. neoformans and grubii strains differ
outside the Identity Island (Table 17). Southern analysis using a CNE05250 gene
fragment from JEC21 as a probe demonstrated that NIH433 contained this gene yet
showed a different hybridization pattern indicating that it has a different allele of this
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gene (Figure 19). This suggests that NIH433 and NIH430 bear the original var. neoformans
version of the Identity Island.
Table 17: Percent difference in pairwise alignments. The percent pairwise
polymorphism for portions of six sequenced genes among var. grubii strains, among var.
neoformans strains, and between var. neoformans and grubii strains is provided. Gene
names refer to those assigned in var. neoformans annotation (Loftus et al. 2005).
Pairwise
Diff (%)
A vs. A
D vs. D
A vs. D
NIH430/
NIH433
vs. all
other

Inside Identity Island
CNE
05240
0.26
0.21
0.77
5.77

CNE
05310
0.26
0.11
0.67
-

CNE
05340
0.24
0.15
0.57
-

Outside Identity Island

CNE
05350
0.33
0.21
0.87
-

CNA
05940
0.49
1.59
11.5
-

CNC
02410
0.88
0.56
5.57
-

CNE
00210
1.41
0.86
13.70
-

The distinction between genes inside and outside the Identity Island for strains
NIH433 and NIH430 is demonstrated by a phylogenetic analysis (Figure 20). For genes
outside the Identity Island, var. neoformans and grubii form separate monophyletic
clades with strains NIH433 and NIH430 clustering among the var. neoformans strains.
However, for the CNE05240 gene inside the Identity Island, var. neoformans and grubii
strains group together to form a single clade that excludes NIH433 and NIH430. This
pattern is consistent with a recent transfer of the Identity Island from var. grubii to var.
neoformans, with NIH433 and NIH430 retaining the original var. neoformans copy. Since
NIH433 is one of the parental strains of the congenic pair JEC20 and JEC21, the pair
inherited their copy of the Identity Island from the other parent, NIH12 (Heitman et al.
1999; Fraser et al. 2005). The presence of two forms of the Identity Island in var.
neoformans provides additional evidence that the Identity Island was transferred into
var. neoformans as the recipient population would be expected to contain two versions of
the region.
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Figure 19: Southern blot analysis of Identity Island. (a) DNA from the congenic pair
(JEC20 & JEC21), the progenitor strains (NIH12, NIH433) and B3501 and B3501A were
cleaved with EcoRI and SacI and probed with a fragment of the CNE05250 gene from
strain JEC21 (Table 22). (b) A restriction map for the Identity Island region in JEC21.
The map includes the complete copy of the Identity Island on the right end of
chromosome 5 as well as the partial copy on the left end of the chromosome (Figure 17).
E and S denote the EcoRI and SacI cut sites respectively. The analysis indicates that
there are two copies of the Identity Island in JEC20 and JEC21 (SacI is the informative
enzyme) while the other strains lack the "Partial copy". The NIH433 band (highlighted
with an *) is a different size than in the other strains indicating that this strain contains
the original var. neoformans sequence of the Identity Island and not the copy acquired
from C. neoformans var. grubii.
Based on the H99 genome, the predicted location of the original Identity Islandlike sequence in var. neoformans should have been on the right end of chromosome 4.
Analysis of the JEC21 genome in this region revealed a ~2kb region at the telomere that
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appears to be a relic of the original sequence. This region shares ~87% sequence identity
with var. grubii, reflecting what is observed between the genomes as a whole. This
indicates that the original var. neoformans copy of the Identity Island shared the same
genomic location as its var. grubii counterpart and that the new location is a result of the
transfer event.

4.3.5 Introgression may have been mediated by repetitive elements
Analysis of the JEC21 genome revealed that predicted transposons represent
~5% of the genome (Loftus et al. 2005). One mobile element associated with the Identity
Island is the class 1 non-LTR retrotransposon Cnl1, an element that is found throughout
the var. neoformans and grubii genomes in subtelomeric regions (Goodwin and Poulter
2001). In contrast to this normal subtelomeric distribution of Cnl1, four partial copies
are found grouped together at the interior boundary of the Identity Island in var.
neoformans. In addition, a single partial copy is located at the Identity Island boundary
in var. grubii (Figure 17). This copy of Cnl1 shares 94% nucleotide identity with 464bp
of the Cnl1 element in JEC21 at the Identity Island boundary. In contrast, the nucleotide
identity between the varieties immediately following the Cnl1 sequences jumps to 98.5%.
Hence, the Cnl1 elements delineate the Identity Island boundary and may have mediated
the translocation of the Identity Island in var. neoformans (Figure 21).
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Figure 20: Comparison of gene trees for genes inside and outside the Identity
Island. Phylogenetic analysis for C. neoformans strains for a gene inside the Identity
Island vs. outside. The C. gattii stain WM276 (shown in grey) was used to root both
trees. Both trees are drawn to the same scale with C. neoformans var. neoformans strains
highlighted in bold type. The trees were generated as described in Materials and
Methods. The same topology was recovered for both trees using other tree building
methods. (a) CNE00210, a gene outside the Identity Island, shows the typical
monophyletic groupings of C. neoformans var. neoformans and C. neoformans var. grubii.
The NIH433 and NIH430 sequences cluster with the other C. neoformans var. neoformans
strains. (b) CNE05240, a gene within the Identity Island, displays a different pattern of
phylogenetic clustering. Both the C. neoformans var. neoformans and C. neoformans var.
grubii strains cluster together with the exception of NIH433 and NIH430 that form their
own clade.
Interestingly, there is also a repetitive element associated with the Identity Island.
This putative Cryptococcus specific repetitive element (CSRE1) was introduced into the
JEC21 genome during the transfer from var. grubii. CSRE1 has no recognizable homology
with any sequences in the GenBank database. In H99, CSRE1 is present at least 22
times, both as full-length copies (4 kb in length) and as defective copies (>500bp). The
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best match to this element in JEC21 is approximately 1.4kb long and is located in the
Identity Island. There are three JEC21 expressed sequence tags (ESTs) transcribed from
the element (CF707481, CF707491, CF698652), however, all possible large open reading
frames from the element are interrupted by stop codons so it appears to be a nonfunctional variant of the full element (Loftus et al. 2005). There are also several shorter,
more highly diverged, copies of this element in the JEC21 genome suggesting that CSRE1
was present in the common ancestor of C. neoformans var. neoformans and C. neoformans
var. grubii, a hypothesis supported by the presence of what appear to be two highly
diverged fragments, between 300 and 500bp in length in C. gattii.
Taken together, this evidence suggests that the CSRE1 was present in the
common ancestor of C. neoformans but appears to have degenerated in C. gattii and C.
neoformans var. neoformans to the point that only a few short remnants remain. When the
Identity Island transfer took place, it resulted in the reintroduction of a 1.4kb copy of
CSRE1 into the C. neoformans var. neoformans genome. However, in this case the transfer
has not lead to the proliferation of the element in C. neoformans var. neoformans as the
transferred copy is only a fragment of the complete element. Its presence suggests that
introgression of DNA between closely related sympatric fungal species could be an
important mechanism for spreading repetitive elements.
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Figure 21: Identity Island formation is mediated by Cnl1 elements. (a) One model for
the creation of the Identity Island involves a crossover event at Cnl1 elements on nonhomologous chromosomes of C. neoformans var. neoformans and C. neoformans var. grubii
within an AD hybrid. The top chromosome represents C. neoformans var. neoformans
chromosome 5 while the chromosome immediately below it represents a non-homologous
chromosome of C. neoformans var. grubii. Crossover at the Cnl1 elements results in an
exchange of genetic material between the chromosomes within the hybrid. Following this
exchange, the hybrid preferentially sheds its C. neoformans var. grubii chromosomes to
become a C. neoformans var. neoformans haploid. (b) Comparison of the nucleotide
sequence of C. neoformans var. neoformans chromosome 5 to the non-homologous
chromosome of C. neoformans var. grubii at the Identity Island boundary shows a sharp
increase in nucleotide identity immediately after the Cnl1 elements.
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4.3.6 Genes in the Identity Island are possibly responsible for
selective retention of this region in var. neoformans
In the course of sequencing Identity Island genes from multiple strains of var.
neoformans and grubii, several strains were found to lack selected genes in the region.
Southern analysis demonstrated that some strains appear to have lost some of the genes
from the telomere proximal end. To investigate this phenomenon further, I examined a
diverse set of var. grubii strains drawn from the three molecular groups that are known
to exist for this variety (VNI, VNII and VNB) using PCR (Litvintseva et al. 2006). The
Identity Island appears in single copy in var. grubii strains so genes lost in this region
cannot be essential for survival. Genes that are retained in all strains are more likely to
be essential or provide a selective advantage. Two control genes were included in the
study, CND06410 and CNE00210. The CND06410 gene is the gene closest to the
Identity Island in H99 (Figure 17). The CNE00210 gene is a gene far from the Identity
Island on the same chromosome.
The analysis revealed that genes nearer to the telomere appear to be missing more
frequently than those in interior locations. Of the 13 genes in the var. grubii Identity
Island, at least five genes are conserved in all of the strains studied (Table 18). These
conserved genes lack S. cerevisiae homologs: CNE05210, CNE05230, CNE05290,
CNE5300 (all of unknown function) except for the ENO1 ortholog (CNE05250). They
represent the set of genes more likely to confer a selective advantage than the remaining
eight genes.
Another interesting clue to genes in the Identity Island that may have caused var.
neoformans to retain the var. grubii copy comes from a discrepancy between the number
of copies of this feature in the two sequenced var. neoformans genomes. The JEC21
assembly contains one complete copy of the Identity Island on the right end of
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chromosome 5, and a segmental duplication of it (~14 kb) on the opposite end of the
same chromosome (Figure 17). This conflicts with the genome assembly of the closely
related strain B3501A that includes only a single complete copy of the Identity Island on
the right end of the chromosome. Southern analysis was performed on all strains
involved in generation of the JEC20/JEC21 congenic pair (Heitman et al. 1999). The
results show that three variants of this region exist in var. neoformans, the ancestral copy
(NIH433), the acquired copy from var. grubii (most strains), and the segmental
duplication (JEC20 and JEC21) (Figure 19). The duplication that has occurred in JEC20
and JEC21 has resulted in the creation of two copies of the genes CNE05210,
CNE05220, CNE05230, CNE05240, CNE05250 (ENO1) and CNE05260.
Table 18: Genes in the Identity Island retained across var. grubii strains. Genes in the
Identity Island retained across var. grubii strains. Primer pairs used for this PCR
analysis are given in Table 22. Gene names were assigned based on nucleotide identity
with genes in the JEC21 annotation (Loftus et al. 2005). VN = molecular type
classification.

CNE05230

CNE05230

CNE05250

CNE05260

CNE05290

CNE05300

CNE05310

CNE05320

CNE05330

CNE05340

CNE05350

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

CNE05220

VNI WM148
VNI
bt100
VNI
H99
VNI A4 34-6
VNI
S25C
VNB
bt27
VNB
bt46
VNB
bt63
VNII
A7
VNII
C12
VNII 20020.041
VNII UG1712

Identity Island Genes
CNE05210

Control
Genes b
CND06410

Strain

CNE00210

VNa

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-
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4.4 Discussion
Cryptococcus is typically an environmental fungus that occasionally infects
humans to become a pathogen. Disease is thought to initiate in the lung via inhalation of
the basidiospore, the product of the a/α sexual cycle and the related cycle of
monokaryotic fruiting (Hull and Heitman 2002; Idnurm et al. 2005). Although the sexual
cycle is of significant medical interest because it produces the likely infectious
basidiospores, studies of natural Cryptococcal populations indicate that clonal growth
is the predominant mode of reproduction. The coexistence of sexual and clonal
reproduction may create an avenue for genetic exchange between distantly related
strains.
While clonal growth permits propagation and dissemination of aneuploid and
rearranged genomes, sexual growth selects against such aberrations since they disrupt
proper meiotic segregation. The result of these competing forces could be the creation of
hybrid strains where a sexual cycle is initiated but genomic differences prevent
completion of normal meiotic segregation. Hybrids between var. neoformans and grubii
are found in nature and can be created in the laboratory, and these serotype AD hybrids
are known to be genomically unstable and often aneuploid (Lengeler, Cox and Heitman
2001). These hybrids provide the most likely intermediate through which the genetic
exchange that created the Identity Island could have occurred. After the Identity Island
was created, the AD hybrid shed its remaining complement of serotype A chromosomes.
AD hybrids are thought to sometimes revert to serotype A or D by sequentially losing
chromosomes, presumably because this eliminates incompatibilities caused by
differences in the serotype's nucleotide sequences (Lengeler, Cox and Heitman 2001).
The process of losing only serotype A chromosomes would reduce the AD hybrid to a
serotype "D" strain.
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The degree of nucleotide identity within the Identity Island supports the AD
hybrid transfer hypothesis. The sequence similarity within the Identity Island places its
transfer to roughly the same time frame in which AD hybrids are thought to have first
evolved (Xu et al. 2002). The fact that the Identity Island transfer and the development
of the AD hybrids appear to co-occur lends support to the theory that the transfer
occurred through an AD hybrid intermediate.
The uniform level of divergence observed when comparing the var. neoformans
and grubii genomes suggests that these two varieties have been genetically isolated since
their initial divergence. Yet the presence of the Identity Island, that appears to have
occurred ~1/10 as long ago as the varietal divergence based on sequence conservation,
proves that this is not strictly true. Given that the current estimate for the divergence of
var. neoformans and grubii is approximately 18.5 million years, this would imply that the
Identity Island transfer event occurred ~2 million years ago (Xu et al. 2002). This
telomeric acquisition of the sequence is similar to telomeric variation seen in S. cerevisiae
(Winzeler et al. 1999). A second region, including the consecutive genes CNM02570,
CN02580, CNM02590, and CNM02600, may also represent a more ancient exchange
event (Table 15). This region, including intronic and intergenic sequences, is
approximately 95% identical between H99 and JEC21 compared to the genome-wide
average of 85-90% identity.
The recombination event that created the Identity Island appears to have been
orchestrated by the class 1 non-LTR retrotransposable element Cnl1 (Figure 22). In one
possible scenario, the Cnl1 elements provided the homology necessary to allow a
reciprocal transfer of DNA between non-homologous chromosomes in a var.
neoformans/grubii hybrid. This model is analogous to the situation in humans where
specific Alu repeats have been found to mediate recombination resulting in chromosomal
translocations and disease (Hill et al. 2000). Alternatively, interaction between
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tandemly duplicated Cnl1 elements may have caused a chromosomal break where the
resulting fragment then fused to the end of another chromosome through homology of
Cnl1 elements at that site. This model is supported by evidence in S. cerevisiae where
retrotransposable Ty elements have been identified as fragile sites of elevated
chromosomal breakage resulting in chromosomal translocations and loss (Lemoine et al.
2005).
It appears that the Cnl1 elements also played a role in duplicating a portion of
the Identity Island in JEC21. A discrepancy exists in the number of copies of the Identity
Island between the assembled sequences of var. neoformans (JEC21 vs. B3501A) and the
difference in copy number has been verified by Southern blot analysis (Figure 19). Since
JEC20 and JEC21 were derived by crosses from NIH12 and NIH433, it appears that the
duplication (Figure 17) occurred during this process (Fraser et al. 2005). The appearance
of a second copy of the Identity Island is likely the result of homologous recombination
of the Cnl1 elements at the two ends of the chromosome (Figure 22). The Cnl1 elements
just interior of the Identity Island aligned with the Cnl1 elements on the opposite
telomere. This caused approximately 14kb of the Identity Island to be duplicated and
appended onto the left end of the chromosome. The duplicated region is inverted
relative to the Identity Island sequence on the right end, consistent with this model.
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Figure 22: Transfer of Identity Island from C. neoformans var. grubii to C. neoformans
var. neoformans and subsequent duplication in JEC21. Transfer of Identity Island
from C. neoformans var. grubii to C. neoformans var. neoformans and subsequent
duplication in JEC21. (a) The Identity Island is transferred from C. neoformans var. grubii
to the end of chromosome 5 of C. neoformans var. neoformans. C. neoformans var.
neoformans then sheds its native copy of the Identity Island sequence from chromosome 4
(with the exception of a short ~2 kb region which is still present). (b) Duplication of the
Identity Island results when Cnl1 elements just interior of the Identity Island align with
the Cnl1 elements on the opposite end of the chromosome. The Identity Island overhang
serves as the template to create a partial copy (~14 kb) of the region on the other end of
the chromosome.
The duplication highlights the general instability of the region occupied by the
Identity Island. This region posses features commonly associated with genome instability
including a subtelomeric position and repetitive elements. Their coupled effect is to
produce translocations and duplications. It has been suggested by other investigators
that subtelomeric regions are general genomic locations for adaptive evolution through
gene amplification that provides for adaptation (Liti and Louis 2005). The observed
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translocations and duplications within the Identity Island provide support for this
hypothesis.
Interestingly, the duplicated region in JEC20 and JEC21 contains the enolase gene
(Figure 17). Enolase is one of the most abundant proteins in S. cerevisiae and is the final
enzyme in glycolysis. It is encoded by a duplicated gene pair, ENO1 and ENO2, that
were generated during the S. cerevisiae whole genome duplication. In JEC20 and JEC21,
the duplicated region introduces a duplicated copy of the enolase gene and may have
provided a selective advantage under the rich media conditions used during congenic
pair generation. Besides enolase, the remainder of the Identity Island genes are of
unknown function and it is unclear what impact their duplication would have. Evidence
suggests that some of the same genes in the Identity Island that are duplicated in JEC21
are also highly conserved across var. grubii populations (Table 18). If the alleles of these
genes perform a function important for survival, as evidenced by their retention in all
var. grubii strains, then perhaps they also confer a further advantage by being
duplicated though selection on a linked gene or genetic drift could also explain this
retention.
The hypothesis for the mechanism of creation of the Identity Island can be
summarized as follows. First, a hybrid was formed between var. neoformans and var.
grubii that was unable to complete meiosis due to genomic incompatibilities. Second, a
DNA exchange occurred and the diploid proceeded through a parasexual cycle, losing
chromosomes to return to the haploid state. Third, after creation of the Identity Island,
the native copy of the Identity Island region was shed by var. neoformans leaving only a
~2 kb remnant at the end of the chromosome. Fourth, this strain then spread to near
fixation either through the action of selection or through random drift. In a subsequent
event, during construction of the congenic pair JEC20 and JEC21 a portion of the Identity
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Island (~14 kb) was duplicated. The duplication appears to have been mediated by
Cnl1 retrotransposon elements.
The high degree of sequence similarity among var. grubii genes sequenced in this
work supports the recent common ancestry of strains, as previously reported (Boekhout
et al. 2001). Similarly, with the exception of data from the Identity Island region, var.
neoformans strains are likewise closely related and share common ancestry much more
recent than the divergence from var. grubii. Within the Identity Island region, most var.
neoformans strains contain the var. grubii sequence that appears to be approaching
fixation in the population. Since two strains from Denmark were found that do not
contain the var. grubii Identity Island copy, it is clear that the transfer occurred since the
expansion of var. neoformans. The presence of var. grubii sequence in var. neoformans
confirms that genetic exchange between the two varieties can occur, albeit rarely.
There are several possible explanations why var. neoformans retained the var.
grubii copy of the Identity Island in favor of its own. One is that the var. grubii version
confers a selective advantage over the native var. neoformans copy. Southern blot
analysis has demonstrated that the var. neoformans native copy of the Identity Island
from strain NIH430 has only five centromere proximal members of the gene set
contained in the var. grubii copy (data not shown). The NIH430 Identity Island contains
genes CNE05210, CNE05220, CNE05230, CNE05240 and CNE05250 (ENO1) and is
missing CNE05260 through CNE05250 (Figure 17). Acquisition of these distal genes by
var. neoformans in the Identity Island transfer from var. grubii may have provided a
selective advantage.
For the five genes that are shared between the var. grubii Identity Island and the
native var. neoformans copy, the standard approach to assessing the action of selection
is to use the McDonald-Kreitman Test (McDonald and Kreitman 1991). This method
attempts to distinguish the action of selection by comparing the within-species
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polymorphism to between-species divergence at synonymous and non-synonymous sites
within coding regions. To determine if var. neoformans retained the Identity Island from
var. grubii because it offers a selective advantage over the native copy of the Identity
Island it is necessary to have sequence data from var. neoformans stains containing the
native copy of the genes. At the present time, only two strains (NIH430 and NIH433)
have been identified that retain this native copy. I succeeded in obtaining sequence data
from a portion of one the five shared genes, CNE05240 (unknown function), from these
strains. This was the data used to perform the phylogenetic analysis (Figure 20). This
sequence data was compared to the data from 9 var. grubii strains for this gene. Out of
486 coding bases, there were 6 fixed replacement and 10 fixed synonymous betweenspecies differences as well as 4 synonymous within-species polymorphisms (all from
var. grubii). This gives a ratio of replacement changes to synonymous changes that are
fixed of 0.6 ( 6/10 ) and a ratio of replacement to synonymous polymorphisms of 0 (
0/4 ). Fisher's test produces a probability of 0.2, insufficient to make a statistically
significant demonstration of selection within this gene.
As an alternative explanation for retention of the Identity Island, it is possible
that var. neoformans acquired a deleterious mutation in this region that was then
replaced by var. grubii sequence. It is also possible that the Identity Island become
widespread through the process of random drift or through linkage to a gene under
positive selection. I favor the explanation that the region confers a selective advantage
since it seems to have become widespread in the population in a relatively short time.
Without an understanding of the function of most of the genes within and flanking the
Identity Island it is difficult to determine with certainty. One possible approach to
answering this question would be to perform fitness assays between var. neoformans
strains that have the native copy of the Identity Island (NIH433, NIH430) and strains
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that have the copy acquired from var. grubii, to evaluate any relative selective
advantages of one copy over the other.
Independent of whether or not the Identity Island confers a selective advantage
to var. neoformans, its presence will act to increase the species barrier between the two
varieties. By introducing a genomic rearrangement between var. neoformans and grubii, it
will act to confound inter-varietal meiosis and hence reduce the likelihood of a
successful hybridization. Thus, while the exchange of sequence by this mechanism may
be rare, it may still have a profound effect on the speciation process.
A DNA exchange event has recently been identified involving a transfer of ~23
kb from S. cerevisiae to S. paradoxus (Liti, Barton and Louis 2006). This makes it clear
that within the fungi even distinct species can exchange genetic material. In both the S.
paradoxus and var. neoformans case, the amount of genetic exchange is less than 0.3% of
the genome and appears to have occurred as one or two discrete events. This, combined
with the otherwise uniform sequence divergence, suggests that var. neoformans and grubii
have been genetically isolated from one another since their initial divergence with the two
notable exceptions presented in this paper. This makes their relationship to one another
analogous to the relationship between S. cerevisiae and S. paradoxus and suggests that by
the biological definition of species, var. neoformans and grubii are in fact distinct species.
Given the paucity of closely related sympatric fungal species available for
comparison at the genome level, it is unclear how widespread genetic exchange between
species or subspecies may be. The phenomenon has been observed twice (var. grubii to
var. neoformans; S. cerevisiae to S. paradoxus) with only a few genomes available for
analysis, hence, it seems likely that this type of exchange is fairly common. Many of the
pathogenic fungi exist in sympatry with divergent varieties (Histoplasma capsulatum,
Cryptococcus neoformans) or closely related sister species (Coccidioides immitis and C.
posadasii, Aspergillus fumigatus and A. lentulus, C. gattii and C. neoformans) making it
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likely that this type of genetic exchange will be observed elsewhere. Although a complete
sexual cycle between these varieties or sibling species is expected to be confounded by
nucleotide divergence and subsequent inhibition of meiotic recombination, hybridization
such as that seen with AD strains of C. neoformans could provide the opportunity for a
parasexual cycle to allow introgression of genetic material from one variety to another
(Carlile and Watkinson 1994). This argues for continued sequencing of closely related
sympatric species to allow evaluation of the significance of introgression in evolutionary
process.
Although the amount of DNA exchanged between var. neoformans and grubii
appears to be low (~0.2%), it may still have a profound impact on the evolutionary
development of these varieties. The presences of the Identity Island and of a second,
possibly more ancient DNA exchange between var. neoformans and grubii implies that
genetic exchange may be a recurrent and important theme in the evolution of this
organism. The exchange between S. cerevisiae and S. paradoxus further suggests that this
process may be important during speciation of many fungi. Hybridization followed by
introgression among organisms on the cusp of speciation provides an avenue for
acquiring genetic variation that may provide an immediate selective advantage.

4.5 Future directions
This work has presented convincing evidence that the Identity Island was created
through a direct transfer of DNA from var. grubii to neoformans and that this copy of the
Identity Island has become widespread in worldwide populations. How and why this
happened remains unresolved. Does the acquired Identity Island copy confer a selective
advantage over the ancestral copy? Is the hybrid transfer model proposed in the text
consistent with the behavior of natural hybrid strains? Further research could shed light
on these questions.
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Two experiments could be performed to elucidate the presence of selective
advantage. The first, and simplest, would be to knock out the acquired copy of the
Identity Island region from JEC21 and evaluate the resulting phenotype (both the partial
and complete copy of the Identity Island in JEC21 would have to be removed). Given
that only one of the genes in the Identity Island has a known function (ENO1), there is
little knowledge to inform a phenotypic search. It would therefore be necessary to test a
wide variety of conditions, including those affecting the glycolosis pathway to assess the
impact of the ENO1 allele on the phenotype. If a phenotype was observed with all of
the Identity Island genes knocked out, genes could be sequentially reintroduced to
identify the gene or genes that recover the wild type behavior.
A second, more technically challenging, approach would be to conduct a
competitive growth assay between neoformans strains with the acquired vs. ancestral
copy of the Identity Island. The advantage of this approach over simply knocking out
the region is that it is more sensitive to subtle selective advantage effects. Again, testing
should be performed under a wide variety of environmental conditions.
The difficulty in this approach comes in the creation of the strains needed for the
competitive growth assay. It would be desirable to create congenic strains, differing only
in their Identity Island regions, for the experiment. This would remove confounding
effects of genotypic variation in the available natural and laboratory strains. Congenic
stains could be constructed using the JEC21 background. One strain would be created
that had a single copy of the acquired Identity Island, one strain with a single and
partial copy, and one strain with a single copy of the ancestral Identity Island. This
would require cloning the ancestral copy of the Identity Island from NIH430/NIH433.
Given that the full sequence of this region is unknown, the first step in this process
would be to sequence the ancestral Identity Island.
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Appendix A – ncRNA gene predictions
Twenty sequences were randomly generated with approximately the same GC
content as the S. cerevisiae genome. The GC content of each sequence is given in Table 19.
Table 19: GC content of randomly generated sequences (300nt long).
Random
Sequence
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Percent GC
43.7
40.7
38.0
40.0
39.3
42.7
39.0
40.0
41.7
36.0
38.3
49.3
39.3
42.7
41.3
42.3
40.0
39.3
35.0
37.7
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The temperature profiles used to perform RACE required optimization to
minimize extraneous amplification. Table 20 and Table 21 give the RACE and nested
RACE temperature profiles used in this work.
Table 20: RACE temperature profile.
Temperature
(°C)
94
Add polymerase
94
72
94
71
94
70
94
70 - 1°C / cycle
68
94
65
68
68

Time

Cycles

4min

1

30 sec
1 min
30 sec
1 min
30 sec
1 min
30 sec
30 sec
1 min
30 sec
30 sec
1 min
10 min

5
1
4
5

20

1

Table 21: Nested RACE temperature profile.
Temperature (°C)
94
Add polymerase
94
72 – 1°C/cycle
94
67 – 1°C/cycle
68
94
65
68
68

Time
4 min

Cycles
1

30 sec
30 sec
30 sec
30 sec
1 min
30 sec
30 sec
1 min
10 min

5
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3

25

1

Appendix B – Cryptococcus neoformans supporting data
B.1 Cryptococcus neoformans primers
Primers used throughout this research to sequence Cryptococcus neoformans strains
or to generate probes for Southern blots are given in Table 22.
Table 22: Cryptococcus neoformans primers.
Gene a
CNA05940
CNC02410
CND06410
CNE00210
CNE05210
CNE05220
CNE05230
CNE05240
CNE05250
CNE05260
CNE05290
CNE05300
CNE05310
CNE05310
CNE05320
CNE05330
CNE05340
CNE05340

Primers (5’-3’)
ATGCGGAAAAGATGATGCAG
GTGCAAACACATTGTCGGAA
CGACGAGTCCAAGACTATCCT
GACGACGAGGACTTTCCAGT
TTACCTAATCCTTGCGTCAGG
ATGCTTGTATCCATCCTTGGC
TCTGTTGCTTGTTCGGAATG
TCCCACCACCTGAAACTGGTA
CAAAATCCTTATTGGCAATCC
TAACCAATCCCTCTCAGCTTT
TGAATGGTCGATAGAAGGCG
ATCACGAAAGGCTGCCCA
TGCCATCCTCTGCACTTATCA
TCATAGCTCCATAGCTCCATG
AACAGCTACCTCGCGTAGACA
AGCGTGGTCGTCATAAATGCT
CTCAATTTGGAGCAAGCGAT
AGTTCATGGTACTTCCAACGG
TTTGGAGGGATCCTCCTCATT
TTAATCAAAGCCTTCTGCTCG
GATGAGCTCAGGACTGGACAT
CTTCGCCGACGACTTTAGA
GAGCCTACCACAACCGTTTT
ATCATCAGCTAAGTCTGGCG
CCGATGCTTATCTCACTCCC
GAGGGGACCGCCTTTACGAT
TTACCGGTCTCAAATCGATCT
CAATAACCTTGCTCTCAAGCA
TAGATGATGGCCGAGTGCA
CGAACCGCTTTATGAGCGT
CCTGGGTGATCTTCGCATT
ATTAATGGCTCCCCTTTGC
ACTGGTAGAGGCTGTAGCCTG
TTGGTCAGCATCGGTCTTTT
TCACTTCCATCCTGCACCA
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Variety
n
n
g
n
g
g&n
g
g&n
g&n
g&n
g
g&n
n
g
g&n
g&n
n
g&n

CNE05350
CNE05350

TGTCTGTGAGATCCGCGAAA
CACATCGACCAGACCCAAGA
TCGCCCTCTGACCATTTGT
CAGAGCGGTGATACGAATAAA
AGTCCAGGAGGATGGTCTCAA

n
g

B.2 Accession numbers of C. neoformans genes sequenced in
this work
All sequence data generated in this work have been deposited in GenBank.
Accession numbers are given in Table 23 below.

Table 23: Accession numbers.
Gene

Strain

CNA05940

J9
11
B3179
CAP 67-2
Y 286-90
Y 290-90
Y 494-91
DUMC 127.92
MMRL760
92-18
92-27
46F.5.02
H99
KNA-14
55
78.5.98
20021.064
98
125.91
B3501
J9
20021.064
125.91
B3179
Y 286-90
Y 290-90

CNC02410
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Accession
number
DQ437888
DQ437889
DQ437890
DQ437891
DQ437892
DQ437893
DQ437894
DQ437895
DQ437896
DQ437897
DQ437898
DQ437899
DQ437900
DQ437901
DQ437902
DQ437903
DQ437904
DQ437905
DQ437906
DQ437907
DQ437908
DQ437909
DQ437910
DQ437911
DQ437912
DQ437913

CNE00210

CNE05240

DUMC 127.92
92-18
55
98
46F.5.02
78.5.98
H99
KNA-14
Y 494-91
B3501
CAP 67-2
MMRL760
92-27
11
B3501
J9
20021.064
11
B3179
CAP 67-2
Y 286-90
Y 290-90
Y 494-91
MMRL760
92-18
92-27
55
98
46F.5.02
78.5.98
H99
125.91
DUMC 127.92
KNA-14
B3501
20021.064
125.91
B3179
CAP 67-2
Y 286-90
Y 290-90
DUMC 127.92
MMRL760
1414
92-18
92-27
55
98
46F.5.02
78.5.98
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DQ437914
DQ437915
DQ437916
DQ437917
DQ437918
DQ437919
DQ437920
DQ437921
DQ437922
DQ437923
DQ437924
DQ437925
DQ437926
DQ437927
DQ437928
DQ437929
DQ437930
DQ437931
DQ437932
DQ437933
DQ437934
DQ437935
DQ437936
DQ437937
DQ437938
DQ437939
DQ437940
DQ437941
DQ437942
DQ437943
DQ437944
DQ437945
DQ437946
DQ437947
DQ437948
DQ437949
DQ437950
DQ437951
DQ437952
DQ437953
DQ437954
DQ437955
DQ437956
DQ437957
DQ437958
DQ437959
DQ437960
DQ437961
DQ437962
DQ437963

CNE05310

CNE05340

CNE05350

H99
KNA-14
NIH433
J9
11
Y 494-91
20021.064
CAP 67-2
Y 494-91
DUMC 127.92
MMRL760
92-27
98
46F.5.02
78.5.98
KNA-14
B3501
J9
B3179
Y 286-90
Y 290-90
H99
55
11
125.91
92-18
CAP 67-2
20021.064
B3501
J9
11
125.91
B3179
Y 286-90
Y 290-90
Y 494-91
DUMC 127.92
92-18
92-27
55
46F.5.02
78.5.98
H99
KNA-14
98
MMRL760
KNA-14
B3501
J9
B3179
122

DQ437964
DQ437965
DQ437966
DQ437967
DQ437968
DQ437969
DQ437970
DQ437971
DQ437972
DQ437973
DQ437974
DQ437975
DQ437976
DQ437977
DQ437978
DQ437979
DQ437980
DQ437981
DQ437982
DQ437983
DQ437984
DQ437985
DQ437986
DQ437987
DQ437988
DQ437989
DQ437990
DQ437991
DQ437992
DQ437993
DQ437994
DQ437995
DQ437996
DQ437997
DQ437998
DQ437999
DQ438000
DQ438001
DQ438002
DQ438003
DQ438004
DQ438005
DQ438006
DQ438007
DQ438008
DQ438009
DQ438010
DQ438011
DQ438012
DQ438013

CAP 67-2
Y 286-90
Y 290-90
DUMC 127.92
MMRL760
92-27
46F.5.02
78.5.98
Y 494-91
H99
55
98
20021.064
125.91
92-18
11
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DQ438014
DQ438015
DQ438016
DQ438017
DQ438018
DQ438019
DQ438020
DQ438021
DQ438022
DQ438023
DQ438024
DQ438025
DQ438026
DQ438027
DQ438028
DQ438029

Appendix C – User tools
Instead of imagining that our main task is to instruct a computer what to do, let
us concentrate rather on explaining to human beings what we want a computer to do.
-Donald Knuth.

The Deobfuscator project began during an Advanced Bioinformatics course I
attended in Cold Spring Harbor, NY, in 2006. This course consisted of numerous classes
and culminated in a final class project selected from a pool of student proposals. I
proposed the concept for the Deobfuscator and it was selected by the course instructors
for further development. I worked on the project, along with David Messina and David
Curiel, during the course and this work continued after the class concluded. The
Deobfuscator ultimately became a user tool on the BioPerl web site. The information
printed here is also posted on the BioPerl web site (http://www.bioperl.org/
wiki/Deobfuscator).

C.1 Deobfuscator tool for BioPerl
The Deobfuscator program bridges the gap between the vast resources of the
BioPerl toolkit and users in the biological community wishing to tap into these resources.
The BioPerl toolkit is an open source software package of tremendous potential value to
biologists to accomplish computational tasks common to many biological problems.
However, its object-oriented design introduces a level of complexity that makes it
inaccessible to many programmers. This is a significant handicap given that many of the
potential BioPerl toolkit users are expert in biology, not computer programming. Hence,
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new tools are needed to assist users locate the functionality they need. The BioPerl
Deobfuscator addresses this issue by providing a searchable web resource that shows
inheritance relationships among the BioPerl modules. The conceptual design of the
Deobfuscator may be applied to any complex object-oriented system written in Perl. The
Deobfuscator program is freely available via the internet at (http://bioperl.org/cgibin/deob_interface.cgi).

C.2 Motivation
The purpose of the Deobfuscator program is to make the vast resources of the
BioPerl toolkit more accessible to the biological community. The BioPerl toolkit is an
open source library of software resources for addressing many common computational
biological problems. Its open source nature has allowed it to grow into a powerful
community resource through the efforts of many contributors. It provides software to
support sequence analysis, sequence manipulation, parsing, phylogenetic analysis,
molecular evolution, population genetics and more (Stajich et al. 2002). Unfortunately,
the power of the toolkit remains underutilized by the biological community due to the
complexities inherent in its object-oriented design.
Object oriented programming is a powerful computing paradigm ideal for a
project such as BioPerl that requires large parallel development efforts (Conway 1999).
This approach has allowed the BioPerl project to tap into the talents of a dispersed
collection of contributors with a wide breadth of knowledge across the biological
community. While this design approach is ideal for developers, it is not ideal for users.
Inherent in the object oriented approach is the concept of inheritance, which
allows functionality common to multiple software modules to be defined only once. This
design minimizes code redundancy but can create a labyrinth of intertwined modules
that are difficult to navigate. The BioPerl toolkit consists of over 1000 such modules that
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combine to create a level of complexity beyond the capabilities of many programmers.
This is an especially acute problem for the BioPerl project since its user base is expert in
biology, not computer programming.
The difficulty of navigating the BioPerl object-oriented system stems from the
Perl programming language itself. Perl is not inherently an object-oriented computer
language and can accommodate both object-oriented and non-object-oriented
programming approaches. As a result, it is difficult to design an automated
documentation system that can provide inheritance information among modules. Perl
documentation is achieved through plain old documentation (POD) embedded in the
code of each module. Hence, the users of BioPerl are left with the arduous task of
unraveling the inheritance pathway by sifting through the documentation of each
isolated module or searching off line “How To” documentation. This contrasts with
other computer languages, such as Java, where object-oriented design is built into the
language and the automated documentation system is able to provide inheritance
information.
Previous attempts to address this problem have fallen short. For example,
second generation text editors like Eclipse have been developed to help programmers
navigate to the modules they need as they write their programs. While these editors
work very well at traversing the inheritance tree (particularly when applied to languages
like Java that are restricted to an object-oriented structure) they are not designed to
parse BioPerl’s unique documentation structure. The BioPerl Deobfuscator provides
detailed documentation on a module’s methods in addition to its place in the inheritance
tree. Moreover, the Deobfuscator is a flexible web-based documentation system that is
not tied to a particular development environment (as is the case with Eclipse).
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Although the Deobfuscator project was developed specifically for the BioPerl
toolkit, its conceptual design can be applied to enhance usability of any complex Objectoriented Perl system.

C.3 Implementation
The Deobfuscator program consists of three major components: software for
determining the inherited methods for each class, a database for storing class
information and documentation, and a web based user interface (Figure 23).

Figure 23: Deobfuscator logic flow.
While most users will only know the Deobfuscator through its interactive user
interface, most of the work of the Deobfuscator is actually precomputed. First, the
complete list of BioPerl documentation is scanned and key information is extracted to
produce four outputs. One file contains a complete list of all the BioPerl packages and is
used later for display on the user Web interface. A second file records errors and
omissions in the BioPerl Documentation so they can be reported to module authors for
correction. Finally, two databases are populated, one with information on each BioPerl
package (name, description, synopsis, methods) and one on each method (title, usage,
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function, example, return type, arguments, inheritance). The software that determines
inherited methods is built upon the Class::Inspector module taken from the
Comprehensive Perl Archive Network (CPAN) (http://www.cpan.org). Class Inspector
identifies all methods available to a given class, including the inherited methods. All this
data is stored in a BerkeleyDB database. The BerkeleyDB software was selected over
other available database options to provide maximal portability across platforms. The
precomputation portion of the Deobfuscator could be implemented to update
automatically to ensure it remains up-to-date with the latest version of BioPerl.
After the database is populated with the information from the BioPerl
documentation, it is made available via a CGI program for interactive web access. This
interface allows the user to quickly locate the modules they need to address their
specific problem. In addition to providing valuable inheritance information, this interface
provides a consolidated platform for accessing the BioPerl documentation.
The open source nature of the software ensures that future developers can
continue to improve the program to enhance its value to the BioPerl community.

C.4 User interface
To display the documentation for a BioPerl class, users can enter a query in the
search box (either as a keyword or a Perl regular expression) or simply select a class
from the list of all available BioPerl classes. Clicking on a class in the top pane reveals
the bottom pane, which displays a summary of all of the methods available to that
class. Note that inherited methods are shown as well as methods native to the class.
This list can be sorted either alphabetically by method name or by class name using the
toggle option above the window. In the methods pane, clicking on a method name will
show detailed information for that method, and clicking on the class name will take the
user to the complete documentation for that class on the BioPerl website.
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